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CBAYTER l 

HJTRODUCTION 

The Banded Dotterel (ChaJ.oadrius bicinctus) is a small plover 

endemic to New Zealand. It has brown up:j?er plumage and white underparts. 

In breeding plumage there is a narrow black collar on the upper chest 

and a broad clark-chestnut. band on the lov1er chest:, and also black 

ma:r'k.i_ngs on the face. The male has darker markings than the female a.nd 

the sexes can be distinguished visually in at least 95% of breeding 

pairs. Chest bands are blurred or absent. in the non-breeding plumage. 

Immature bi:Lds can be distinguished from adults in non-breeding plumage 

by the buffy margins to the upper feathers, which give the immature birds 

a mottled appearance for at least a month after fledging. 

Banded Dotterels breed on bo·th main islands, but mainly inland on 

the S0uth Island shingle riverbeds and lake snores. Srnaller numbers 

breed on open barren fields, stable sea shores and mountain slopes. At 

the end of the breeding season there is a general coast:ward and northward 

migration of Bcmded Dotterels, but all birds do not take part in this 

migration, some remaining on the inland South Island riverbeds throughout 

the year. Thc::.:e is also a partial migration of the Banded Dotterel 

population to Australia each year at this time. Birds start returning 

1. 

to their breeding grounds from Australian and New Zealand wix1tering places 

in July. 

A comprehensive study has not previously been made of any 

aspects of the Banded Dotterel's ecology or behaviour. A few field 



observations have been published and these wo1:ks where relevant are 

referred to in the text. Stea.d (1932) recorded the 1nost de·tai~ed 

information on the bel:1.avim1r of t:his species 1 especially during the. 

breeding season, but his i.J1formation was based on scattered observations. 

Child (1970) recorded infonnation on thei:c distribution and migration. 

Some records of breeding dates and changes in distribution and flock 

sizes over time are given by Stidolph (1971). Soper (1972), a photo-

grapher, mainly observed behaviour near the nest before and after ha·tch. 

These four writers published their iDformation on Banded Dotterels in 

books covering many New Zealand bird species and their sections on 

Banded Dot.terels are fairly brief. Cunningh&rn (1973) a.ccura.tely described 

some of the calls of the Banded Dott.erel and the situations in which 

they are given. 

In the face of an obviously endangered balance in our biosphere, 

it is vital that studies be undertaken on all species of life present. 

Unfortunately biological research priorities are ordered too much in 

the light of future short term pot.ential for human exploitation. 

Unless field biologists continue to accumula·te scientific observations, 

they, and conse:rva tionists will lack the necessary :information to lobby 

politicians for a more enlightened, critical view towards better 

enviromnental management. 

In New Zealand the study of endemic species is most bnportant. 

New Zealand has had the worst incidence. of na.tive bird extinctions over 

the last few centuries. Only with a detailed knowledge of a species' 

behav.:i_our and habita·t requirements is it possible to design adequate 

management progranunes. 

Two study areas \'Jere used for this research. One was the environs 
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of Lake 11ainono (Fig. 1}, a SJnall lagoon on the eas.t coast of the 

SoutlL Island - a typical coastal wintering site for Banded Dotterels, 

whlch were present there throughout the year. The behaviour of non

breeding flocks was observed from January tc June 1977 there. 

Observations in this area were made on feeding preferences, techniques 

and habitats, dai.ly routines, flock sizes and reactions to predators. 

The other study area was the Cass River delta (Fig. 2), near Lake Tekapo. 

This was a typical inland breeding ground and breeding behaviour was 

studied from June 1977 to January 1978. 

3. 
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The lake is shown at a low level on this map. Most 

observations of Banded Dotterels were made south of 

the lake and east of the outlet channel. 
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0Shingle U Plantation 

o Banded Doitere! Nest -.....r---' Stable Stream 
'----·--··-- -----------·----------------~ 
FIGURE 2 The Cass River Delta Study Area 

At the time of this study the Cass River flowed do~~ 

"The South Bed". In the past century the Cass River 

twice changed course locally and "The North Bed" and 

"The Desert" are both stable shingle beds formed 

when the river followed a different course. Nests 

marked on the map w·ere not all presen·t at the same 

time, and probably only about half the nests present 

on the delta were found. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ARRIVAL, TERRITORIAL BEHAVIOUR AND AGGRESSION 

I. PRE-BREEDING FLOCKS 

Banded Dotterels were present. throughout the year in the Cass River 

delta study area, but numbers were low except during the breeding season. 

In autumn and early winter, small feeding flocks totalling thirty to 

forty birds were seen. These birds were f~eding in small strearn8 

flowtng across the shingle beds and on the mudflats by the edge of 

Lake Tekapo (Fig. 2). By mid-June many of these birds were already in 

breeding plumage but there was no indication of any pre-breeding activity. 

From 1 July onwards daily bird counts ~·v'-=re made by walking 

down the North Bed of the delta to the river mou·th and recording the 

sizes and locat.ions of all Banded Dotterel flocks seen. From mid-July 

onwards compact migrating flocks of three to twenty birds were occasion

ally seen flying high over the delta, often heading northwards. These 

birds were probably flying to the Godley River, a breeding ground over 

ten kilometres north of the Cass River delta. 

During short local flights Banded Dotterels rarely flew higher 

than fifteen metres, but the mig·rating flocks observed were about 

one hundred metres high and flying steadily. These birds had a loud 

flight. call. This was a single musical "tink11 note ~epeatedly given by 

all birds in the flock 1 causing a continuous sound described as 

"twittering" by Cunningham (1973) . Large numbers of Banded Dotterels 

arrived on the Cass and the neighbouring Godley Rivers in late >vinter 

6. 



and spring .but few migratory flocks. \'Zere observed. This suggested that 

noctu:r·nal migration occurred and t.he. "twittering" of Banded Dotterels 

flying overhead was occasionally heard at night at t:b....is time of year. 

Stidolph (1971) has also recorded hearing Banded Dotterels flying over

head around midnight in August. 

In July the flocks observed on the Cass River del¥ta were often 

restless, repeatedly taking flight in compact flocks and wheeling 

around together. On landing t.hey would often rest in a compact flock 

ra·ther than spreading oui: to feed. Possibly many of these birds were 

under the influence of a mig:t:atory stimulus at this tin1e of year. 

Favaloro (1949) has described similar restless flying in migratory 

flocks of ~ed-capped Dotterels (C. alexandl~inus ruficapiZZus) during the 

day. He rer:::orded that migration in this species also took place at night. 

The si;able shingle beds of the Cass River delta, \vhich vJere the 

Banded DottereJ.'s breeding areas, were still deserted at the beginning 

of August. On l !\.ugust only sixty-two birds were counted in the study 

area, and these were all concentrated on the mudflats and river mouth 

where food was most a~u~dant. 

In late July and early August aggressive encounters in the pre

breeding-flocks inr.:reased rapidly. In June the Banded Dotterels 

threat--call was r"~.rely ~eard, but by the beginning of August the threat

call v1ith its ac::ornpanying display was observed every few minutes in 

the feeding flocks, Although no birds were colour-banded at this stage 

it was obvious e1at pair-bonded birds were staying close together and 

chasing away other Banded Dotterels that approached too closely. Stead 

(1932) reported t.hat pair-bonds are formed before the birds move to the 

nesting grounds, and Stidolph. (1971) and Soper (1972) bo·th recorded 

tb.at a single pair. will return to the same territory up to three years 
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in success:j_on. This may mean that pair-bonds retain t.hei.r identity 

even in the social flocks formed in t:he non·-breeding season. 

II. ESTABLISHHENT OF BREEDI.NG 'l'ERRITORI.ES 

On 4 August i:he shingle breeding grounds of the North Bed were 

searched for Banded Dotterels but none were found. On 9 August another 

search was made of the same area and four pairs were found defending 

territories. A week later there were eigh~ pairs and numbers contim:!ed 

increasing·to a maximum in early October of about twenty-five pairs in 

an area of about hvo square kilometres. 

Usually 3. male and female would arrive 'cogether on a territory. 

By aggress.i.ve defenc:e of its borders and with flight-displays by the 

male the paJr would establish ownership. On only two occasions were 

solitory males observed defending territories, giving flight-displays 

and aggressively driving off intruders. Later pairs were found nesting 

in both these territories, but as the displaying males were not colour

banded it could r1ot be confirmed that they were the males in the nesting 

pairs. 

Some pairs at.J::.empting to claim a territory v.rould apparently fail 

and move away. Simmons (1956) found that Little Ringed Plovers 

(C. dubius) occa::i.on:J.lly shift territories. Even the terri~orial 

boundaries of esi-&b~r . .i::;hed pairs of Banded Dotterels were not rigid. In 

general, the area. over <<hich flight-displays were given tended to be 

more constant and often larger than the area defended on the ground. 

Simmons (1956) also found this in the Little Ringed Plover: "In my 

experience, the area the bird patrols is often rather larger than the 

area j_t defenG.s on the surface". Visual estin1ates of the area Banded 

Dotterels gave fli.ghi.:-displays over ranged be·tween 180 m2 and 3320 m2 , 
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and averaged l530 m2 for the fj_fty-six displays observed. The area 

defended on the ground ~vas not estimated as no birds were colour-banded 

at thls stage, and the continuous changes in territorial boundaries 

meant that indi7idual pairs could not be identified reliably. 

III. THREAT-DISPLAYS AND FIGHTS 

As in many related species, aggressive behaviour in the Banded 

-Dotterel is stereotyped. Usually it consists of a threat-display and 

call and rarely in there being any physical contact. Several hundred 

threat displays were observed and these were used as the basis for the 

following description. 

The males ~re more aggressive than the females and mainly defend 

th~ territories against intruders, but females often fly to support 

their mates in prolonged encounters. When two pairs are involved in a 

boundary dispute it is often male against male and female against female. 

A Banded :::::ott:erel giving a threat-display runs very rapidly 

towards an intrude_:- (Frontispiece). While running the !Jird' s head and 

body are held in the horizontal plane. The throat is puffed out so that 

the upper black chest band is well displayed, but the lower chestnut 

band is largel:z hidden. While in this posture the black bands across 

the forehead, face ar.d chest, alternating wit..~ white produce a striking 

pattern (Fig. J). 'J.'he white feathers along the flanks are also raised 

over the closed wings, lt.a.king the bird appear much wider. After making 

such a run for two to ·ten metres, the displaying bird abruptly halts, 

facing the intruding bird and irruuediately jerks itself into an 

upright posture with. the chest lifted and pushed out, and the head held 

back (Fig. 4). 'rhe v1hite body feathers are kept elevated. Dl this 

posture the broad chestnut band is prominently displayed, surrounded by 
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FIGURE 3 A Banded Dotterel RunnLng in the Horizontal Threat 

Posture 

Note the raised white fl ank feathers and the 

displa.yed black collar. See Frontispiece for 

a side view of this threat posture. 
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FIGURE 4 ~~anded __ poi;:_"t:_'::_rel _:!? the Upr~ght Threo.t Posture 

(A) Facing - note the prominently displayed 

chestnui.: coloured chest band. 

(B) Side on - note t.he out-·thrust lifted chest. 
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white. The upper black band is prominently displayed, surrounded by 

wbi:te. The upper black band is largely obscured by the lifted chest. 

This sudden "flashing" of the chestnut-brown chest-band is most stril..ing 

to the observer at ground level. 

¥mclean (1977) has described a very similar horizontal threat

posture given by the Black-fronted Dotterel (C. meZanops) : "body 

horizontal, head drm.;n into shoulders, whj_te flank feathers conspicuously 

fluffed out laterally". This closely corresponds to the horizontal 

pos·ture assu.rned by Banded Dotterels when they are running to•,;ards an 

intruder. Sirmnons (1953) has also described a very similar horizontal 

threat-posture given with raised white flank fectthersby the Litt:i..P. 

Ringed Plover.. His illustration of a Little Ringed Plover in this 

posture shows close sliailarities to the photograph of a Banded Dotterel 

in Pig. 3. In contrast Sim..'llons' description of threat-displays given 

by Kentish Plovers (C. aZexandrinus) and Ringed Plovers (C. hiaticula) 

contains no reference to any similar horizontal posture. The prominent 

displaying of coloured chest bands is also a cmnmon characteristic in 

threq.t-displays given by plover species and descriptions of the Ringed 

Plover giving such displays are given in Edwards et aZ (1947) and 

Sirmnons (1953), and of the Dotterel (Eudromias morineUus) in Nethersole

Thompson (1973). 

The Banded Dotterel often repeats its horizontal run ending in a 

stationary upright posture several times, coming closer to the intruder 

with each run. This is always accompanied by the threat-call which is 

given at any time during the threat-display. Cunning~ (1973} has 

aptly described tb.i.s call as "chee--ree-a-re.e". The call is fast, with 

a rolling rhythm and the accent is on the second syllable. 
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When the threatened bird retreats, ei..ther by running of flying, 

it is often chased off the terri..tory, frequently with_ aggressive calls. 

The territory o"'rner ahvays turns back from the chase, suggesting an 

awareness of a territorial boundary. If the intruding bird flies in a 

circle and lands within the territory again, aggressive threats are 

resumed. If the threatened bird does not retreat, the displaying bird 

repeats the horizontal runs and upright jerks until both birds face one 

another about twenty centimetres apart in the upright threa·t-posture. 

This is commonly followed by "parallel running". The two displaying 

birds run alongside one another, less than a metre apart. Every fe\v 

seconds one bird ri.akes a threatenir..g run in ::t horizontal posture t:owards 

the other, but c:.s the threatening bird comes in close it turns abruptly 

aside and retreats, of·ten completing a circle uf about a metre in 

diameter. Both birds wiLl often alternate in making such threats, running 

along side-by-side ::_c.;. the intervals between. The attack and escape drives 

seem balanced in such "parallel running". This behaviour often occurs 

when two Banded Dotterels are disputing over a territorial boundary. 

If neither bird is willing· to retreat, such disi_..>utes can con·tinue for half 

an hour, and the birds involved are often joined by their mates. Most 

observations were of "parallel running" between two males, often vdth 

their females standing nearby and occasional:i_y supportirig their mates 

with threat-displays and calls directed tov.'ards the intruder. 

Higher intensity aggression sometimes occurs when two birds come 

face-to'-·face in the upright threat-posture, and attack drives are 

sufficiently stronger than escape drives to prevent agression being 

channelled into "parallel runn:L.'lg". Normally one bird jumps up at the 

othe.:r- 1 comL'1g dovm as though to land on its opponent's back, but the 

attacked bird always dodges or flutter-jmnps out of the way. Sometimes 
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such a.ttacks. · are very one sided with one bird repeatedly jt1mpL11.g at 

the other, but more often the disputing birds take i.t in turns ·to 

"leap-frog" one another. Smoeti.mes both bi.rds jump up simultaneously 

breat-to-breast, only to land and again resume the upri.ght tlu:eat

post.ure facing one another. Such altercati.ons generally end with one 

bi.rd retreating and being chased away with aggressive calls. Or 

alternatively, the intensity of aggression declines and the aggressive 

jumps are replaced by "parallel running". 

On only three occasions was an actual fight observed. Two 

fighting birds moved so rapidly that they looked like a whirling ball of 

feathers. The Lirds sprang at one another and used beating wings and 

striking feet and possibly the bill in the attack. Feathers were plucked 

out during twc of the fights. These fights lasted up to a minute. One 

fight was a terri·torial boundary dispute between two males. The second 

was a female, T,,"hose chicks were just hatching, fighting against a male. 

The third \vas a female fighting another female who had a small chick 

fifty metx·es away. This would imply that aggressive drives v!ere most 

powerfuJ when defe:c.-:;e of young chicks was involved. Edwards et al 

(1947) found that this was true for the Ringed Plover. 

Simmons (1953) has described a very similar range of aggressive 

behaviour for three European Charadrius species. He also mentions 

displacement activities such as feeding and preening \vhich occur when 

the aggressive drive is below the threshold for threat-di.splays. 

Displacement feeding by Banded Dotterels at such times was observed 

occasionally in this study. 

IV. INTE&SPECIFIC AGGRESSION 

Many bi.rds have stereotyped threat-displays to channel aggression 
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into non-destructive activities and conserve energy. For suc~displays 

to function both the at·tacked bird and the attacker must understand 

the specific~ signals used. T~e threat-signals used in aggressive 

encoun·ters are usually species specific. However, when species are 

closely related they may have similar signals which may be mutually 

understood. For example, Sluiters (1954) recorded that sympatrically 

breeding Ringed Plovers, Little Ringed Plovers and Kentish Plovers all 

-defended separate exclusive territories against one another as if they 

were all the one species. s~~ons (1953) found that the aggressive 

behaviour of these three species is similar in general outline. Although 

he fc'.md that there was considerable interspecific divergence in the 

form of t.he threat-displays, he suggested that "all three plovers 

probably have the same basic range of behaviour patterns and their 

separate displays have been developed and stereotyped at different 

points in this range". If Simrnons is correct then it could be expected 

that the aggressive behaviour of each species could have considerable 

threat value against the others. Obviously when the species breed 

sympatricall.y this would be of advantage as a threatened bird would be 

motivated to retreat before a threat was followed up by a physical 

attack. 

It was of interest in this study that the other small plover 

breeding on the Cass River delta, the Wrybill (Anarhynchus frontalis) had 

a very similar tlrreat-display and threat-call to the Banded Dotterel. 

The Wrybill fed mostly in streams and so tended to have territories 

near the main river. Here the shingle tended to be less stable and this 

area. was. not favoured by Banded Dotterels for nesting. Where stable 

shingle bordered unstable shingle and on the region of the North Bed 

'i'Ihere small st."t:"eams flowed across the stable shingle, Wrybills and 
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Banded Dotterels frequently had a common border between their 

exclusive pair territories. When the Cass River flooded, adult 

Wrybills fed out on the shingle (Pierce 19761 and so often intruded on 

Banded Dotterel territories. In these situations aggressive disputes 

were frequent and both Wrybills chasing Banded Dotterels and the reverse 

were observed. •.rhe Wrybill had a horizontal-posture threat-run, with 

the head held in line with the body, which was very similar to that of 

the Banded Dotte~el. The Wrybill's threat-call was also very similar 

in length and rhythm to that of the Banded Dotterel. On the other hand, 

the upright threat-posture \'lhich formed an important part of t.he 

Band3d Dotterel's threat-display, was either not given, or only given 

weakly in Wrybill threat-displays. Nevertheless, it was obvious that 

each species unaerstood ·the other's threat-displays, as interspecific 

intruders nea:;:l.y always retrea·ted quickly in response to a 'chreat

display from t!le te:t..ritory owner. A fight between these two species 

was never seen. 

At times when they were highly aggressively motivated, Banded 

Dotterels also gave threat-displays to, and chased away other intrudins 

species. These were mainly Skyla:cks (Alauda arvensis) and Black 

Oystercatchers (Haematopus unicolor), both of which species nested on 

the Cass-River ~elta. Intolerance of these species was usually observed 

only in the pre-laying period and territorial Banded Dotterels soon 

became tolerant .)f such permanent intruders. Sheep or cattle present 

were ignored at all times. 

IV. TERRITORIAL FLIGHT-DISPLAYS 

Apart from threat-displays, fli_ght-displays were the other 1neans 

by which Banded Dotterels establi.shed their breeding terri.tories. The 
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flight-disP,lays were performed repeatedly during the first two to four 

days of terri.torial occupati.on.. Tl1e. earli.est fli.gh±-display observed 

was on 9 August. Eigb.ty per cent of all the fli.ght-displays observed 

were given in the following two weeks but occasional fli.ght-displays 

were seen up unti.l November. 

All of the fifty-six flight-displays observed were performed by 

males. Eighty per cent of the displays followed on from the male 

chasing· an intruder out of his territory. However, in most cases when 

an intruder was chased from a territory 1 no flight-display follmved. 

Fligilt-displays \vere sterectyped. The male, on turning back 

from the chase or on take-off, wouJd commence a special stiff-winged 

flight. The wing' beats were executed in such a manner that each beat 

emitted a loud click. The resulting rhythmic clicking sound was 

audible at 0'.7 er one h,_mdred metres distance. 

A displayii:~j male would fly in curves, circles and figures-of-eight, 

frequently changing direction. The average maximum heigh·t reached was 

seven metres, ranging from only two metres up to fifteen metres. Displays 

lasted from five seconds up to one hundred and twenty seconds, averaging 

forty seconds. 

'!'here was !10 special call specific to the Banded Dotterel' s 

flight-display. Su~h calls have been described for several related 

plovers (SirniT~ns 1953 and 1956, Drury 1961, Glutz von Blotzheb~ 1975) • 

The most corru.non call associated with the Banded Dotterel' s display-flight 

was the "chee-·ree-a-ree" threat-call. This was given just before a 

display-flight; or during it, in 79% of the displays obse:r:ved, someti.Ines 

when no intrucer was present. Another call occasionally given was the. 

17. 
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"kwereep" courtship-call. This call was heard in only 7% of displays 

but may have been important as it vms usually used by the male to entice 

the female to approach.. Hence the male 1 s display-flights: may have had 

some function in strengthening the pair-bond as well as in territorial 

advertisement. Glutz von Blotzheim (1975) suggested this function for 

the territorial song-flight of the male Ringed Plover. During displays, 

·~ 
males of this species will fly lower to the ground when flying over 

their mates and instead of giving the song-flight call will give the 

imposing call usually used in courtship. 

At the end of a flight-display a Banded Dotterel male would 

glide to the ground and on landing in his territory would imrnediateLy 

assume an upright threat-posture. This would be held for several 

seconds. He would then often run along in a hori~ontal threat-posture 

for a few metres, irrespective of whether other birds were near or 

absent. The aggressive drive was strong irnmediFttely after a flight-

display and intruding birds of any species were aggressively chased 

from the territory. Even the much large Black Oystercatchers, which 

were usually tolerated, were threatened and chased at such times. Often 

after a flight-display a male would stand on a small rise with a good 

view and observe his territory. 

Glutz von Blotzheim (1975) reported that the Little Ringed Plover 

had two definite peaks of song-flight activity, one in the early 

morning and another just after sunset. Banded Dotterel flight--displays 

were recorded from the first light of dawn through the day until late 

dusk, but no particular times of high activity were discernable. 

Glutz von Blotzheim also reported tl;at the Little Ringed Plover displayed 

in the middle of the night, especially when there was a full moon. 

Nocturnal studies were carried out on the Cass River delta in the 
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middle of the nesting grounds but Banded Dotter.els w:ere never heard 

giving late night displays. 
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C:HAPTER 3 

COURTSHIP AND SCR1\PE-J1AKING 

I. SCRAPE CEREMONIES 

Cou..t:tship activities and scrape--making ceremonies start as soon 

as a pair occupy a territory. Such activities reduce any antagonism 

between the sexes and facilitate coition. Thirty scrape-ceremonies 

were observed and these ahvays followed the same sterotyped pattern. 

The male always makes the trial scrapes. He lowers his breast 

downwards on a suite>ble site and shuffles arcund, using the breas·t, 

and sometimes kicking Lackwards with the feet to hollow out a small 

depression. Most ·trial-scrapes are very shallow and do not resemble the 

final nest-scrapes. 

While in the scrape the male calls his mate to him. A special 

call is used by the male: a two-syllable "kwereep". This call has a 

soft crooning quality and slides up the scale in the second syllable. 

The call is given every few seconds, during which time the male stands, 

crouches or sits in a hunched posture with hj_s back feathers raised. 

When he sees ·the female approaching he stops cal.J.ing and comn;ences a 

"bowing display". He lifts his head high and t.hen with rapid jerking 

movements bows it forwards and downwards (Fig. 5). This is repeated up 

to twenty times; movements becoming faster and more exaggerated as the 

female comes closer. While performing th.is bowing-display, the .male's 

chest is pushed lowe..r and lm'll'er into th.e scrape, so that hi.s body becomes 

tilted forward at a considerable angle. 
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FIGTTRE 5 

FIGURE 6 

A Courtship Bowing Display 

In this part of the scrape-ceremony the male is in 

the scrape repeatedly bowing his head towards the 

female. 

The Arrival of the Famale in a Scrape Ceremony 

The male has just backed out of the scrape and is 

fanning his tail. The female is about to enter the 

scrape. 
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'I'he bowing-display a·ttracts the fem.ale, who approaches slowly 

\·lith many stops and starts, oft.e.n circli:ng the scrape as she comes 

closer. Somet:L"Tles the male swivels around in the scrape so as to 

remain facing her. When the femcl_l.e ev·entually runs up to the male .:f.n 

·the scrape, she holds her body in a horizontal posture. 'rhe male 

quickly backs out of the scrape. and, keeping his body in the hunched 

posture, rapidly fans and closes his tail once (Fig. 6). On t-vro 

occasions a female touched the male's flank with her bill at this stage. 

On three other occasions the female stood next to the male and ·they 

both bmved their heads together for a few seconds. Usually the female 

onJ..y holds her body slighi:ly hunched and step.:: directly into the 

scrc..pe, while the male just stands facing her. She sometimes just 

stands in the scrape for a second before running on, but often she 

crouches down and shuffles around in the scr~pe for up to ten seconds 

-vrhile the male stands hunched up facing her. 

When the female runs from the scrape, the male will often settle 

into the scrape for a few seconds. He then runs off in the horizontal 

posture and sometimes stops and assumes the upright posture usually used 

in threat situations. Any intruders in the territory are vigorously 

chased out at this stage, even the usually tolerated Skylarks and 

Oystercatchers. This illustrates the latent aggression which exists 

in the courtship displays of many birds (Tinbergen 1952). Such 

aggressive postures were associated with much of the courtship behaviour 

of Banded Dotterels. Alternatively on leaving the scrape, the male 

will walk slowly away, throwing small pieces of plant or stones over 

his shoulder towards the scrape as he goes. 

Sometimes, instead of leaving the scrape after the female walks 

av;ay, the male will sit in the scrape and start head-bowing again 
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t.ovmrds the female. She may ignore him or slowly return and so repeat 

the ceremony. 

Similar behaviour during- courtship has been described for the 

Red-kneed Dotterel (Erth:r?ogonys cinetus) by Naclean (1977). He record:= 

that the "male adopts courtship posture with body tilted forward and 

plumage fluffed dorsally, uttering trilling call". The forward tilted 

body and raised back feathers are present in both species and both have 

an associated call. Hac lean made no mention of any bowing movemen·ts in 

the Red-kneed Do·tterel' s display. 

Ii. COITION AND ASSOCIATED DISPLAYS 

Coition was observ-ed seven times an0 the preliminary display 

without coition was observed on four other occasions. 

Coition follows on from a scrape ceremony. On leaving the 
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scrape the female pauses one to fiv-e metres away. The male leaves the 

scrape and slowly approaches her, holding his body in an upright posture 

with the chest puffed out and the head held back. This upright posture 

is indistinguishable from that used in threat-displays. As the rPale 

approaches the female from behind, his steps become shorter and he lifts 

his feet higher. Finally he stands behind the female "marking time" on 

the spot, with such exaggeration that his lifted feet touch his breast 

feathers with each step. He "high-steps" behind her for five to fifteen 

seconds, swaying slightly from side to side with each step and all the 

while maintaining his upright, chest-out posture. 

On three of the occasions when coition was nGt achieved, the 

female walked away from the male while he was "high-stepping" behind 

her. Each time the male moved forward until he was again jus·t behind 

her. When she. continued moving forward the male desist.ed and ran off 
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in the horizontal posture normally seen in threat-displays. 

If the fffinale is receptive to the male's attention, she will 

stand in front of him with her tail conspicuously raised and then slowly 

crouch down. The male then j~~ps on her back, fluttering his wings to 

balance himself and then folding them. Once I saw a male jump onto the 

back of a female who was not crouched. He slipped down again within 

five seconds. In the seven coitions observed the male stayed on the 
,. 

females back for 20 to 122 seconds, averaging 79 seconds. 

"t'Jhile the male is mounted he crouches down with his belly against 

the female's back. The male's tail is bent. down and he repeatedly moves 

it from side to side, presumably to r,1ork hilL1self into a position where 

cloacal contact can be made. These movements may also stimulate the 

birds. When actual cloacal contact was made could not be discerned. 

Following mounting the pair tip ove:r backwards with the male 

pulling the female over on top of him. For about three seconds the pair 

remain together, with the rnale leaning backwards on his rump, support-

ing himself with rapidly flapping wings. ·rhe female is tipped backwards 

on top of the male, apparently sup~~rted in this position by the male's 

legs. The pair then flutter to their feet. The male immediately 

assumes an upright chest-out posture facing the female for a second or 

two, and then both birds often .. preen or settle ·their feathers before 

walking or flying away. 

Glutz von Blotzheim (1975) has describ::d and illustrated an 

extremely similar pre-coition display and coition in the Ringed Plover. 

His description was taken from movie films taken by Rittinghouse. 

Common to both the Banded Dotterel and the Ringed Plover are the upright 

posture and the "marking time" behind the female, the prolonged period 
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of mounting and the falling over back;,-Jards of the pair. Davis and 

Reid (1964) and Hobbs (1972) have described coition in the Red-capped 

Dotterel. A very similar behaviour pattern t.o the Banded Dotterel 

was again recorded, including the upright posture and high-stepping 

be!-Jind the female and the falling over bacb,;ard of the pair at the end 

of mounting. Hobbs found that the male Red-capped Dotterel may continue 

high-stepping while on the female's back, and this was not observed in 

Banded Dotterels. The similarity in the two pre-coition displays of 

the Red-capped Dotterel and the Banded Dotterel is of interes·t in ·the 

light of recorded hybridization between the two species. Oliver (1955) 

reports a record of two hybrid chicks being hatched and r:aised by a 

female Banded DDl~terel and a male Red-capped Dotterel. One chick lived 

for at "least a yec,r. This suggests a very close relationship bebJeen 

the two species. 

III. CHOICE OF A NEST SITE 

As me:1t.iuned in section 1, it is the male who makes the trial 

scrapes in his territory and_ invites his mate to inspect them. One 

scrape soon becomes favoured and the male repeatedly calls the female 

to this one. If it is also favoured by the female it will be used as 

the nest scrape. During this study forty-seven nests containing eggs 

or chicks we::e found. By determining· the features their nest. scrape 

sites had in co~mon i~ was possible to determine what made a nest site 

attractive. 

All nests were on shingle riverbed. The nesting grounds consisted 

of stable shingle dissected by many broad shallmv stream channel beds, 

which were d:r:y and stabilized by mat plants (Fig. 7). The slightly 

higher ground between these dry channels was used for nesting sites 

by Banded Dotterels. These higher areas had about a 10% cover of ma·t 
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FIGURE 7 'l'he Nor·th Bed Nesting Grounds 

The shingle beds are stabilised by mat-plants and 

uissected by dry stream channels. 
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plants, the main species in order of dominance being Common Raoulia 

(Raoulia hookeri), White clover (Trifoliv;n repens), various grasses 

mostly Poa spp. such as Poa maniototo, a moss (Racomitrium ptychophyZZum), 

scabweed (RaouZia aus·tralis), a willow herb (Epilobium melancaulon), 

Sheep's Sorrel (Rumex acetosella), Creeping Pohuehue (Muehlenbeckia 

axillaris) 1 Haresfoot clover (Trifoliwn arvense), Mouse-ear Hawkweed 

(Hieracium piloseZZa), and a lichen (Placopsis gelida). 

Forty-six of the forty-seven Banded Dotterel nests were found on 

this stable single with mat~plant vegetation. 'l'ha exception was on a.n 

island in the main river, a.n area which was flooded later in the season. 

There are several reasons why Banded Do·tterels may have preferred 

nesting on the stable, older shingle beds. Firstly, nests were safe 

from flooding. Secondly, mat-plants provided camouflage and nest lining. 

Thirdly, food supply was better in the vegetatzd areas. Fourthly, Wrybills 

nested close to the main river and these birds were highly territorial 

and aggressively drove away any intruding :Ganded Dott.erels. 

Forty-five (96%) nests were on level Gr nearly level ground. 

Only two nests were found on sloping ground and tl1is was only gently 

sloping. Of the forty-five nests on level ground, eight were surrounded 

by level ground for at least twenty metres. The other thirty-seven 

had a bank of an old river channel dropping away on one or more sides, 

at an average distance of three metres from the nest. Only one nest vlas 

found with a rise within twenty metres of it. This nest had a twenty 

centimetre bank rising at a distance of one wetre from the nest. This 

bank effectively blocked the incubating bird's view of half its surround

ings. 

As the shingle overlaid porous,. gravelly sand and as no nests 
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were made in hollows, all nest-sites y,rere well drained. The sand also 

made a sufficiently loose substrate for scrape-making using the breast 

and feet. Banded Dotterels could ne-t move large stones, so nests. tended 

to be made amongst the finer shingle. The shingle size surrounding nest 

scrapes was generally about one centimetre in diametm·: with scattered 

larger st.ones up to eight centimetres in diameter. Small stones were 

usually loosely embedded in the sand and could be easily scraped away, 

but the sand was sufficiently vrell impacted to present no problems with 

sand slides at the edges of nest scrapes. 

Soper (1972) recorded that most Banded Dot:terel nests he found were 

"remarkably chel te:.t"ed" by beinq placed where a~inor variations of the sur-

face gave wind shelter. In contrast, no ·tendency for BandE:d Dc:.:.terels 

to make their nest scrapes in sheltered places, such as behind stones 

or bushes, was found in this study. Virtually all nest scrapes in the 

Cass River delta study area would have been exposed to the full force of 

the strong north-west. winds which were cormt!On L1 spring. 'I'his contrasted 

with ·the Wrybills on the delta which often mctdc their nest scrapes close 

against a protective stone or piece of driftwood. Sutton and Parmelee 

(1955) studying Semiplamated Plovers (C. sem{pa"lma.tus) on Baffin Island, 

found that this species also tends to nest on exp:::>sed gravelly flats, 
~. 

completely unsheltered from the weat.her. Such nesting sites have the 
r-

considerable advantage of good all-round vislbility. 

The Banded Dotterel's choice of nest-2:!.tc.:s in this study area did 

not seem to be related to proximity to water. Some nests were within 

ten metres of small streams, \-.hile othE-)rs t'iere over a kilometre from 

free water (Fig. 2). The earliest territories of the season included 

sections of the small stable shingle streams which flowed down the North 

Bed (Fig. 2). It is likely tba·t these places were originally favoured 
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because the ground adjacent to the streams was moist, supporting a richer 

plant. and ar!imal life than the dryer shingle. These places were favoured 

for feeding (Chapter 6). 

Although Banded Dotterels usually made their nests among mat-plants 

they avoided areas where there were small bushes or shrubs, such as the 

corrunon Matagouri bushes (Discaria toumatou) which grew on the oldest, 

most stable shingle beds. Any plant above a few centimetres in height 

near a Banded Dotterel's nest would have blocked the incubating bird's 

view and.so increased the chances of nest predation. 

IV. NEST DX¥iliNSIONS AND LINING 

The trial scrapes were shallow and quickly made. The male 

spent much more t.ime deepening the real nest scrape with his breast and 

feet. Sometimes the female shuffled in the scrape, but rarely did much 

excavation. 

The forty-seven nests found on the delta ranged in depth from 

2.5 em to 4.0 em, averaging 3.2 em. The diameters ranged from 6.5 em to 

11.0 em, and averaged 9.7 em. 

Before the start of laying, the male would line the nest by throwing 

small pieces of material over his shoulder towards the nest scrape. The 

common material;:; used for lining were small pieces of Raoulia, Scabweed, 

moss, grass and sreall stones less than one centimetre in diameter. 

Small pieces of other mat-plants were occasionally used when they grew 

near the nest and sometimes small pieces of rabbit, cow or sheep droppings 

were used. All lining was generally collected within two metres of the 

nest scrape. A male would continue throwing materials towards the nest 

scrape for up to ten minutes at a time, returning to sit in the scrape 

at intervals during this period. vJhile sitting in the scrape he would 
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pick up smalJ. pieces of material from near the rim and place them in the 

scrape. Sometimes, after lining the nest, the male would call his mate 

and a scrape-ceremony would follow. Once incubation started the female 

also spent considerable time lining the nest • 

... 
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CHAP'l'ER 4 

lAYING, INCUBATION, Iffi'ECHING AND CHICK REARING 

I. LAYING 

Banded Dotterels have a normal clutch of th:t·ee eggs (Falla et al 

1966, Soper 197.2). In this study completed clutches were found in forty

one nests. Of these thirt.y-eight had clutches ~of three eggs. The other 

tlrree were t\<JO egg clutches, two of which were found in November and one 

in Decembe:t:, suggesting that later clutches rr.::ty be smaller. However, it 

was possible that thl:e.e eggs 'ilere laid in these latter nests and that 

an egg was lost. before the nest was found. 

On the Cass River delta the first egg of the season to be found 

was laid on 20 August. When this clutch had Oi1ly t.wo eggs it was covered 

by several inches of snow. Although incubation had not st.arted, Banded 

Dot·tereJ. tracks in the snow indicated that: the birds had tried to visit 

the scrape. i'Jhen the snow had melted two days later the eggs were missing 

from the scrape. 

Nine more nests were found in September, but the main laying moni:h 

was October. Figure 8 shmvs the dates of laying of the first egg in 

thirty-five nests. The date of laying of the first egg was recorded in 

the field for only six nests. The other dates were estimated from the 

date of clutch completion or from the date of ha·tching of the first egg, 

assuming a three day laying interval between each egg and a 26.5 day 

in cuba ti.on period. 

:Most scrapes were visited at least once, and sometimes twice a 
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FIGURE 8 Dates for Laying of the First Egg 
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day during laying. Regular visits were being made to six empty nest 

scrapes before the first egg was laid, so the timing of laying of all 

three eggs in these nes'::s was recorded. A further six nests were found 

with only one egg, so that.the time interval between laying of the second 

and third eggs was recorded in twelve nests altogether. The average 

laying interval was 73 hours ranging from less than 60 hours to more than 

120 hours. There was a tendency for a longer interval between the first 

and second eggs (average for 6 nests being 86 hours) than between the 

second and third eggs (average for 12 nests being 67 hours). This differ

ence was not significantly different according to a Student's t test 

(t = 2.0094, and O.Ol<p<0.05). There was no difference in the laying 

interval between early and late nests. No tendency for eggs t.o be laid 

at any particular time of day was found. 

During laying the male continued visi.ting and lining the scrape. 

In some nests eggs were almost completely covered by lining material 

before incubation started (Fig. 9). Soper (1972) also observed this. 

The amount of nest lining covering the eggs was highly variable. Eggs 

well covered with lining were most: effectively camouflaged as the lin

ing not only broke up the smooth visual outline of the eggs but also 

made the whole nest appear as a continuation of the mat vegetation 

with which it was often surrounded. Lining may also have helped insulate 

the eggs from direct sunlight and from frosts. 

II. INCUBATION 

Accurate records for the start of incubation were obtained for 

sixteen nests (Fig. 10). Two early nests with the_clutches completed 

in September had intervals of four days and five days between completion 

of the clutch and the start of incubation. During these intervals the 

eggs were sometimes briefly sat on by one of the parent birds, but the 
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FIGURE 9 ~ Typical Nest Scrape during Laying 

The two eggs are wel l cove"-ed by a lining of 

loose pieces of moss , Raoulia and small stones. 

Some nests do not have as much lining over the 

eggs. 
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F'IGURE 10 Dates for the Start. of Incubation 

The graph shows that there was a 'cendency for 

incubation to start earlier in the laying 

period as the season pro0ressed. 
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eggs were. nearly always cold vJhen inspected. With the other four clutches 

completed in Sept:e:mber and a further four completed in October, incubation 

began on the day th.e third egg was laid. In six nests with the clutches 

completed in October, November and December, incubation started one or 

two days before the laying of the last egg. Thus Figure 10 shows a clear 

tendency for incubation to start earlier in the laying period as the 

season progresses. 

The delay in the start of incubation in Banded Dotterels has also 

been recorded by Soper (1972). It is possible that the delay gave the 

female time to replenish body energy stores depleted during laying. 

As the female. did 82% of the incubating she would have had little time 

for feeding du:t.in<,! incubation. 

The early start of incubation in some of the later nests may have 

been prompted by the need to protect the eggs from lethally high t.empera

tures. In l&te spring and sununer the surface temperature of the shingle 

on sunny days wa::. well above normal ·incubating temperatures of the eggs. 

Some birds shadtod their eggs at such times, sitting on them in the middle 

of the day and the ea:t.·ly afternoon when the surface temperature was high. 

When the ground te:m.perature dropped the birds would leave the nest (Fig. 

11). It is possible that this sitting on the eggs stimulated the brood

ing drive and so helped to cause the early start of incubation. Other 

factors must also have been involved, because some birds started incubat

ing incomplete clutches even in cool, cloudy weather. The advantages 

of this are not clear as it must have resulted in spreading out of the 

hatching interval. 

Eight incubating nests were observed from hides. Each nest was 

watched for one day from dawn to dusk. The total time spent observing 
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10h. 12h. 14h. 16h. 1Bh. 

Time 

ShadinSJ_~_f t.he Eggs on a Sunny Day 

Observations were made on a two--egg clutch on 

16 October. The maximum ambient temperature 

that day was l7°C. The black line indicates 

when a bird was on the nest. The eggs were 

shaded by the sit.ting bird throughout. mos·t of 

the hot part of the day. 

!' 
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was 109 hours. During daylight the nests were incubated for 93% of the 

time. '£he times the eggs were left unattended included when predators 

approached, when the incubating birds changed over, when the bird left 

the nest to throw lining material towards it or to preen or feed nearby, 

or to chase an intruder from the territory. The nest was never left for 

more than ten minutes at a time. 
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The female did 82% of the incubating, ranging from 67% to 99% for 

individual days. The male did the remaining 18% of the incubating. I 

found no 'tendency for the male's role in incubating to increase towards 

hatching. Soper (1972) recorded that "As incubation advances the male 

takes over a lar<Jer and larger s':1are of the duty". In contrast it was 

found in this study that relative sitting times of the male and female 

remained constant th..roughout incubation. This was on the basis of 109 

hours observation of eight nests, two of which were in the process of 

hatching. Only two chicks were observed hatching, as many chicks hatched 

at night. At one of the nests the male was present, at the other the 

female. Thus i.t was not possible to verify Soper's observation that 

"it is usually t.h.e male who is present at the nest when the ckicks hatch". 

The non-incubating bird often stayed within the territory and fed 

or rested within one hundred metres of the nest. At other tj~es the 

non-inc.ubating bird flew away from the territory, presumably to feed at 

neutral places such as the mudflats near the edge of Lake Tekapo. Stead 

(1932) found ·th3.t non-incubating birds may be out of the territory for 

up to three hours at a time. 

The eggs were often re-arranged in the nest when a bird had just 

returned to the nest after a period away. Sometimes the incubating bird 

stood and shuffled in the nest and possibly the eggs were re-arranged 

at these times also. Eggs were re-arranged in the nest using the feet. 
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Banded Dotterels did not stand in the nest and arrange the eggs with the 

bill as is done by stilts. For this reasm~ it was not easy to determine 

when the eggs were being moved. Once incuba.tion commenced the eggs tended 

to sit on top of the nest lining (Fig. 12) rather than being buried in 

it as during laying. In three nests the eggs v.rere marked on one side 

with a red spot. These spots were observed in new positions each day, 

verifying that the eggs were turned regularly once incubation had started. 

Most waders tend to arrange their eggs neatly in t.he scrape with the 

pointed ends all facing inwards, bu·t Banded Dot·terels arranged their 

eggs more haphazardly, and often a blunt end would be facing inwards, 

or one egg would be turned sideways (Fig. 12) • 

III. CHANGE-OVER BEHAVIOUR 

The total number of change-overs cbserveo at one nest during a day 

ranged from two to fifteen. There was no tenliency for change-overs 

to be more frequent at any particular time o£ day. For 109 hours of 

observation the average length of incubatior. bouts was 177 minutes. This 

interval was highly variable and ranged from 10 to 570 minutes. 

The usual procedure at a change-over was for the incubating bird 

to see its mate approaching and simply leave the nest scrape and run 

or fly away. Sometimes when the incubating bird left the nest on the 

approach of a predator, or to chase an intruding bird, its mate would 

return to incubate the eggs afterwards. On less than a quarter of change

overs a "change-over ceremony" was observed. This was similar to the 

"scrape ceremonies" performed during courtship, the only observable 

difference being that the bi.rd which sat in the nest and displayed to 

its mat.e could be either the rnale or the female, whereas in courtship 

displays only males were observed in the scrape. On three occasions the 

incubating bird was heard to call its mate using the "kwereep" call. 
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FIGURE 12 A Typical Incubating Nes~ 

Note the fairly ~a~jom arrangement 

of the eggs and thei.::: cryptic 

colouring. Once incubatior. started 

the eggs were no l011ger cc7ered by 

lining material. 
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Twice it was the female who called. More frequently the incubating bird 

sighted its mate and immediately started a head-bowing display (Fig. 13). 

W'.nen the relieving bird approached, the incubating bird would back out 

of the scrape and fan and close its tail. The relieving bird would then 

sit on the eggs and its mate would fly avJay. 

,• •. • Soper (1972) reported that on rare occasions a male Banded 

Dotterel will "order" his female back to the nest if she is reluctant 

to return after a disturbance. According to Soper the male achieves 

this by running up to this mate "stopping a few paces in front, pulling 

himself up to his full height, puffing out l:lis chest,.and displaying the 

full effect of his rich chestnut band". Hohbs (1972) has described 

rather similar behaviour in the Red-capped Dct:terel. He found that • .c 
l.L 

the female was reluctant to resume incubatin•,i, the male preceded her to 

the nest, and if that failed to encourage her, he drove her back by 

repeatedly rushin'] at her on foot. Behaviour which could be interpreteci 

\' in this way was observed on only two occasions. In both observations 

the pair returned to near the nest scrape after a disturbance, and both 

.birds faced one another and assumed the uprigl..t t.hreat posture. On one 

occasion the female then returned to the nest. or. the other occasion 

the female turned and walked away, and the male remained standing for 

a minute before he walked to the nest and sta~ted incubating. These 

examples could perhaps be interpreted as a release of aggr~ssive energy 

stimulated by the disturbance, rather than "bul.Jying''. 

The incubation period for the Banded Dotterel according to 

Soper (1972) is twenty-five days. Due to the high level of nest predation 

the incubation period for only four clutches was recorded. These were 

26, 26, 26.5 and 27 days 2:. one day each. The periods were recorded from 

the laying of ·the last egg to the hatching of the last chick. This 
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FIGURE 13 A Female Banded Dotterel H~ad-bowing during a 

Ch_§tnge-~-~er Displ~y_ 

The male is approaching il1 a horizontal posture. 
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avoided errors being introduced by incubat.ion starting before the last 

egg was laid. 

IV. RE--NESTING 

Although in twenty nests (56%) the eggs were lost to predators 

before hatching, conclusive following up of re-'nesting was difficult. 

Stead (1932) reported "If a Banded Do·tterel loses its eggs or young, 

it will start another nest forthwith: in the case of the former loss, 

within a week, making a new scrape at no great distance from the old 
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one". In this study when eggs were lost from a nest, the adult birds 

of~:en disappeared from the territory within a few days. On two occa.::ions 

a new clutch was started in a nest within thirty metres of the destroyed 

nests, less than two weeks later. Both times, however, the differen~ 

colouring and pattern of the second clutch suggested that they had been 

laid by a different pair. Possibly many pairs were moving to different 

territories to re-nest, but there were too few colour-banded birds to check 

this possibility. One colour-banded female who lost her incubating clut.::n 

on 13 November was repeated.ly seen >vithin a kilometre of her previous 

territory, up until mid-January. She was often in the company of other 

feeding Banded Dotterels and obviously had not attempted to re-nest. 

V. HATCHING 

Timing of hatching vJas recorded for eight nests. Due to the vari

ation in the start of incubation, the time interval between hatching of 

the first and last eggs varied from twenty to forty-five hours, but in 

most nests the time interval was about thirty to thirty-five hours. It 

vm.s difficult to determine the exact hatching interval as many chicks 

hatched at night. In the four nests where information v1as available for 

both laying and hatching, ·the chicks hatched in the same order in which 
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the .eggs had been laid. 

One or two days before the eggs first "starred" the chicks could 

~-
be heard giving "peep" calls from within the eggs. Once the eggs were 

,, "starred" hatching took place within just a fev-7 hours or up to more than 

two days. 
,, 

"" Two nests were observed from a hide while a chick was hatching. 

On one a male was incubating and on the other a female. The adult birds 

were not heard to answer the chick's "peep" calls until the egg was within 

an hour of hatching. At t:his stage the chicks "peep" calls were quite 

strong, and the incubating bird repeatedly gave soft "chirp" calls in 

reply. This parent-chick calling continued throughout hatch and was 

fairly continuous once there were chicks in the nest. 

Within minutes of a chick's hatching the incnbating bird picked 

up the large pieces of egg-shell arid flew away to drop them at a distance. 

These la~-ge pieces of egg-shell were found at distances ranging from five 
. ' ... 

metres to twenty-five metres from the nest-scrape. Smaller pieces of 

egg-shell were hidden by the birds under the nest lining. 

VI. BROODING AND BEHAVIOUR OF CHICKS 

In fine weather a chick would leave the scrape about three to four 

hours after hatching. In bad weather, or at night it would stay in the 

nest scrape much longer. Even chicks that stayed in the scrape for ove:t 

a day during bad weather, rapidly gained strength. Nutrients from the 

yolk sac must have sustained such chicks. 

Chicks that left the scrape when still only a few hours old were 

very unsteady on their feet. In most early trips chicks went less than 

a metre from the nest and stayed away for only a minute or two before 
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returning to be brooded. The incubating bird often seemed disturbed, 

9iving repeated "chirp" calls and even occasionally giving ala:nn "pit" 

calls. On four occasions \vhen a young chick was leaving the nest 

scrape the parent was seen to peck lightly at the chick's head or back. 

None of this parental behaviour seemed to discourage chicks from leav

ing ·the scrape, and with each passing hour they wande:red further from 

the nest and stayed away longer. Chicks wandered around making frequent 

pecks at ·the surface of the ground, and t.hey would sometimes fall over 

on the uneven shingle su:.::fa.ce. Chicks occasionally bent forward and 

touched their abdomen with their bills. The purpose of this ac·tion was 

not clear. 

The protec·tive behaviour of the paren~:s towards chicks varied 

considerably at different. nests. Some birds just sat quietly incubat.ing 

the remaining egg (s) and "took lit>cle notice of wandering chicks. Other 

parents left the nest every time they saw a chick move, and flew to it 

and attempted to brood it. Often both pa:r;:ents were present in t:he terri

tory while the chicks were hatching and one could attend the eggs and the 

other the chicks. 

Parents had ·two methods for encouraging chicks to come ·to them 

for brooding. A parent, a few metres from a chick would often crouch and 

fluff out its feathers, while giving_repeated soft "chirp" calls. This 

gave the appearance of an invitation to brooding. Generally a chick 
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given such an invitation would come to the parent, but sometimes the chick 

would ignore the parent or else come up and then turn and walk away again. 

The other method parents used to call chicks tvas the s·tereotyped, jerking 

head-bowing also used in scrape···ceremonies and nest change-overs. Both 

male and female pa:rents u::;ed this bowing display t.o attract chicks and 

they sometimes preceded it v.1ith a few "kwereep" calls. SometjJnes soft 
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"chirp" calls were given during the head-bowing. Chicks always came to 

the parent when invited in this manner, and as a chick arrived the parent 

would rise and fluff out its feathers so that the chick could climb under 

for brooding. Often chicks returned of their own accord to the nest or 

to a sitting adults for brooding without any invitation being necessary. 

The chicks remained in the nesting territory until fledging at 

five to six weeks of age. When they were young they received regular 

brooding but once their feathers started to grow they were better able 

to maintain their own body temperature and the amount of brooding 

rapidly decreased. Apart from being brooded, chicks spent most of their 

dRylight. hours feeding, and they wandered randomly over the whole terri-

tory quite independently from the first day of leaving the nest. 

Forty-eight chicks were colour-banded. The chick's secretive 

behaviour made it impossible to follow up the history of family 

parties, 00servations for over half an hour at a time from a hidden 

position loo]d!1g for chicks were often unsuccessful. Searching of the 

shingle was usually futile as chicks were so effectively camouflaged 

by taeir cryptic plumage, when they remained crouched down motionless 

on the ground. Although the history of broods could not be followed up, 

many isolated sighlings of colour-banded chicks were made. No chicks 

were seen away from their territories until after fledging. Nine adult 

birds were caught by using a drop-trap over the nest. These birds 

were all colour-banded and were frequently re-sighted. Both parents 

stayed with the chicks in the territory until after fledging. Stead 

(1932) alsu recorded this post-hatching behaviour. 

After fle~ging the family group left the nestingterritory and 

joined the post-breeding flocks that formed at neutral feeding places. 



These flocks \·Jere seen fro_m early Decembe.r onwards and ranged in size 

from four to l40 bi:t·ds, v:ith an average size of about 20 birds. 

' 
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CHAPTER 5 

RR'I\CTIONS 'I'O PF.EDATORS 

I. TYPES OF PREDATORS 

Before Polynesians settled in Nev1 Zealand, less than a thousand 

years ag·o, Banded Dotterels had only avian predators to contend with. 

The species capable of preying on Banded Dotterels were probably the 

Harrier (Circus appnJximans) , the New Zeal?.nd Falcon (Falco novaesee-· 

Zandiae) and the Laughing Owl (SueZoglaux aZbifaeies). The flight:less 

Weka (GaUiraUus au.s-traZ-is) and the Southern BJack-backed Gull (Larus 

domini.canus) could probably have taken eggs or chicks. The New Zealand 

Eagle {Hespero~('n-Lc; sp.) >,vhich only became extinc'c about a thousand 

years a~o, probably hunted for larger prey than Banded Dotterels. 

The Polynesian settlers probably hunteCi small birds and they also 

introduced the Polynesian Dog (Canis familiar{s) and the Kiore (Rattus 

exuZans), both possible predators, but neither species established 

itself in any great numbers (I'Jodzicki 1950). It was not until European 

settlement two hundred years ago that a vc..riety of predatory mammals 

were introduced and became established in t~"' Banded Dotterel's habitat. 

The Ferre·t (Mustela putox'ius furo) and the Cc:t (FeZ.is ca·tus) could 

probably take adult:s, chicks or eggs; and th"' Hedgehog (Erinaceus 

europaeus), House Mouse (Mus trruscuZus) and Brown Rat (Rattus nox'Vegieus) 

could probably take eggs. The stoat (Mustel-a erminea) and the Weasel 

(MusteZa nivalis), which are also present in New Zealand, generally 

live in more heavily vegetated habitats than do Banded Dotterels. The 

Aus·tralian White-backed Naqpie (Gymnorhina hypoZeuca) which was 
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introduced into New Zealand in the third quarter of the ninteenth 

century {Falla et aZ 1966), is now wide-spread and is present in many 

Banded Dotte1:el habitats, including Lake Wainono and the Cass River 

delta. Lalas (1977) observed and photographed a White-backed Magpie 

carrying away a Black-fronted Tern chick (ChZidonias aZbostriatus), so 

'I-. it is likely that t.hese magpies could also prey upon Banded Dotterel 

chicks. 

.: r. II. Ci\MOUFLAGE OF NEST, EGGS AND CHICKS 

The nest scrape is made amongst the shingle and mat-plar;ts of 

the rive:cbeds. Before egg-laying the male spends considerable time near 

the scrape, t.hrowing small stones and pieces of vegetation over his 

shoulder towards it. As the scrape fills up t-.rith this material its out-

line often becomes nearly indistinguishable from the surrounding stones 

and mat-plan~s. Eggs have a ground colour ranging from pale grey through 

pale aqu.a-green to darker olive-greens and olive-browns. Eggs are 
;~ 

i 

'· 
spotted or bJo·Lched with black or dark brown, often being more heavily 

marked towards the blunt end. This colouring and marking blends in 

remarkably well with the nest-lining, especially as olive-green moss 

and the paler RaouZia leaves are often used as lining material. When 

the eggs are buried in such material they are virtually impossible to 

see (Fig. 9). In this study only three clutches were found in which 

the eggs WE:re Jost during laying. Such a small sample could not be 

used to dete~mine whether nests with the eggs well covered with lining 

were less prone to egg predation than nests with more exposed eggs. 

Once incubation starts the eggs sit on top of the nest-lining 

but the outl.Lne of the eggs is still hard to distinguish visually from 

the background of green and brown nest-lining, and the surrounding 

mottled grey shingle (Figs.l2 and 14a). The parents remove the egg-shells 
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FIGURE 14 (A) Two Eggs and a Chick in a. Nest Scrape 

The mottled pattern on both eggs and chicks 

blends cryptically \·?ith the Raoulia and the 

greywacke shingle. 

(B) A Chick Crouched Hotionless 

This is the t ypical response t .o ·the approach 

of a predator. Note the similar colouring 

of plumage and backg:t:ound. 

50. 
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from the scrape within minutes of a chick's hatching. It is likely tha.t 

"!:"he vlbite inner-lining of the eggs, which shows up clearly from a dis-

tance, could otherwise attract predators. 

'I'he chicks rely on their cryptic pJ umage for camouflage. Downy 

Banded Dotterel chicks have two colour-phases. The ground-colour of 

the upper plumage of some chicks is grey and v7hite, a.nd of other chicks 

is gold, or gold and ·,.;hi t.e. Of thirty-six dovmy chicks examined on the 

Cass River deh:a., eighteen were of the grey phase, thirteen were of the 

:gold phase and five were intermediate between the two. All chicks have 

I 

black spotting over the basic <;Jround colour on the head, back and upper 

;,Jing surfaces. The dov.m on thf- underparts is white. 

Pr The upper plurnage of the chicks is exi:".rP-mcly cryptic against a 

background of ,shingle and mat-plants (Fig. ].4). The g1..·ey chicks 

harmonize especially well \dth the grey greywacke shingle. The black 

spotting on all chicks corresponds well wl +.h the dark shadows between 

small stones and leaves of mat: plants. 

III. CHICK REAC~IONS TO PREDATORS 

Chicks were alert for predators £:::-em the time when they first 

left the nes·t. They regularly turned their heads to check the surround-

ings, or tilted them ·to check the sky. C:tic~s also had their parent.s' 

alarm react.ion i::o warn them of app:r·oaching predator3. When the parents 

flew up giving alarm calls, newly hatched chicks would remain perfectly 

still in the nest scrape (Fig. l4). Older chicks still in the nest 

scrape, or chicks out feeding would often scatter when the alarm was 

given, not "freezing" immediately in response to the parents' alarm call. 

One six--hour old chick that was out feeding, ::::ontinued moving about for 

h1ent.y seconds afte:r· the parent: had flown off giving alar.rn calls, on the 
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approach of a Ha.rr ier. Only when the Har:r.- ier was quite close did the 

chick crouch down motionless. Possibly the chick was searching for a 

suitable hiding place, but it finally just crouched on the open shingle 

between two stones. Chicks were never found hiding under, or up against 

objects. All chicks found were just crouched down in the open, relying 

entirely on their cryptic plumage for camouflage·. 

t-Jhen chicks crouch on ·the approach of a predator, they press 

themselves close to the ground with their legs folded underneath them. 

The head and neck are stretched out in front and the eyes are half closed 

(Fig. l4b). Chicks normally stay crouched while the predator remains in 

the area and for several minutes afterwards. I!owever on three ccc::tsions 

when a chick was being searched for, it revealed itself by getting up 

and running a.way, giving repeated loud "scree" ala1::m calls. On all 

other occasions chicks remained motionless, even when photographed from 
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a distance of less than a metre. This behaviour is common in most wade:r. 

chicks. For example, Wilcox (1959) described Piping Plovers (C. melodus) 

staying crouched motionless until touched or almost touched, and the same 

behaviour was obseived in Wrybill, Black Stilt (Himan-topus novaezealand1/.xe) 

and Pied Stilt (H. Leucocephalus) chicks in this study. 

If an attempt is made to pick up a Banded Dotterel chick it will 

immediately run away. The young Banded Dot'cerel chicks can run very fast 

and they usually spread their wings to help keep their balance. They 

change direction and dodge repeatedly while running and show considerable 

skill in avoiding capture. Although reluctant to enter water, if pressed 

they will swim. Stead (1932) recorded similar behaviour when he pursued 

Banded Dotterel chicks. 

When a chick is running from a predator, or when it is caught 

and held in the hand, it repeatedly gives loud alarm calls. This call 



note is a high pitched "sc:ree" and it is louder in older chicks. This 

.alarm call brings the parent up closer and makes them display more 

strongly. Simmons (1955) found that in many wader species the chick's 

alarm call causes the rest of the brood to sca·tter. Although on several 

occasions when chicks were taken out of the nest one at a time for band

ing, the alarm calls of the chick being held had no apparent effect on 

the ot.her chicks, which remained crouched motionless in the nest. 

On two occasions adult Banded Do·tterels knocked do"wn a young 

chick that was fleeing from a human. On one occasion the adult flew 

over and struck the chick once. The chick remained motionless on the 

ground for ten seconds, and then got up and continued running. On the 

second occasion, the adult. knocked over the ::run:r.ing chick fiv-e times, 
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by swooping down on it from above.. Each tin~:; the chick immediately got 

to its feet and continued running. As the adult birds were not colour

banded, it could not be determined whether they were the chick's parents 

or not. Wilcox (1959), several times observed adult Piping Plovers knock 

down young chicks ·which were running away from him. The chicks remained 

motionless on the sand after being knocked docm. Wilcox believed that 

the adults were purposefully casuing their chicks to crouch, to prevent 

them from being seen by him. The Banded Dottcrels were possibly knock

ing down the chicks for this same purpose. Ho\Vever, Gibson (1971) 

described adult Avocets (Recurvirostra americana) attacking lone chicks, 

and Nethersole-Thompsen (1973) described the Sd.me behaviour in Dotterels 

(Eudromias morineUus). On the Cass River del~a a pair of adult Wrybills 

were observed at.tacking a strange Wrybill chick that had accidentally 

run into the wrong territory after being colour-banded. Thus it is 

possible that the observations made of adult Banded Dotterels striking 

chicks was just of simple aggression towards an intruder, rather than 

an example of predator defence behaviour. 



IV. PARENT ESCAPE BEHAVIOUR AND 1-'\.LARH CALLS 

Although chicks can to a limited extent protect themselves from 

predators, the parents still have to protect the eggs and flightless 

chicks, while at the same tline seeing to their o>vn safety. During the 

breeding season, when Banded Dotterels are spaced out on breeding terri

tories, they do not have the normal safeguards resulting from being 

mer.lbers of a flock. Once incubation has started there is a parent bird 

sitting on the nes·t for 93% of the day and probably a larger part of 

the night.. A sitting bird could make a target for such predators as 

ferrets, cats and gulls and the remains of one recently killed Banded 

Dotte.r:el t.hat had been eaten by a predator or scavenger were found on 

the Cass River Qelta. 

As mentjoned previously, the nest is nearly always sited to give 

a. good view of the surroundings and the sitting bird remains alert 

throughout tb~ d~y. Although the incubating bird may turn its head 

around onto its shoulder and close its eyes, it will open them 

every ten seconds or so to check the surroundings. I·t will also often 

tilt its head to check the sky for aerial predators. 
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The sitting bird is fairly well camouflaged with its brown upper 

plumage blending· to some extent with the grey shingle. The black collar 

band may also r.-~sertlble a stone's shadow and so visually disrupt the image 

of the bird. However, in comparison with tvrybills, whose grey upper 

plumage makes ~nern virtually indistinguishable from the greywacke shingle 

surroundings when they remain still, the Banded Dotterel's cryptic colour

ing is far less effective for camouflage in this habitat. This is pro

bably why during the day, incubating Banded Dotterels do not rely on 

camouflage fer p.ceda.tor defence. A bird leaves the nest while a. ground 

predator is still at. least one hundred metres distant, or while an 
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aerial predator is at least two hundred metres away. 

As soon as the adult bird leaves the nest it starts giving repeated 

alarm calls. The alarm call is usually a loud, high-pitched "pit" call 

which is repeated continuously and carrie!'! a considerable distance. 

Although Banded Dotterels have fairly large territories and generally 

have nests spaced further than one hundred metres apart, the alarm calls 
·V 

from a disturbed bird can easily be heard by its neighbours and so serve 

as. a warning. The alarm calls vary considerably in pitch and tone, 

becoming a more incisive, lower pitched, staccato "chip" at ti_rnes. 

Both variations have been recorded by Fall~ et al (1966) and Stead 

(1932) descri.beli the higher-pitched "pit" call. Both these calls and 

intermediates between them amy be given at any time of the y~ar. Some-
'"''' 

times an alarmed bird may repeatedly alternate beb;een one call and the 

other. No special significance for the variation in tone and pitch 

could be discover8c. 

' 
When a predator is close to the nest. "l.nd the parents are very 

l 

alarmed, the alarm call becomes louder and more drav.n-out, sounding 

more like a "peet" call (Cunningham 1973). This call v,;as often heard 

J 
during searches for young chicks. Cunningham made a distinction between 

i 

the "peet" call of the male and that of the female, but a difference was 

not discerned in this study. 

While an aerial predator is in the vicinity of a nes·t or chicks, 

the parent birds fly around the territory, often circling near the pred-

ator and repeatedly giving alarm calls. Simmons (1955) has used the term 

"demonstration" to describe the aggressive, noisy reaction some waders 

show towards aerial predators. However it·is doubtful if the term could 

be applied to the Banded Dotterel's responses, as they did no-t apparently 

direct any aggression toward the predator. Banded Dotterels vmre never 
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seen to swoop towards o:r· "dive-bomb" aerial predators. This was in con

trast to the behaviour of other wader spe<.;ies nesting on the Cass River 

delta (Pied Stilts, Black Stilts and Wrybills), all of which were 

frequently seen to make aggressive dives towards Harriers. Stead (1932) 

also claimed that Banded Dotterels never swoop at predators. This is 

not surprising as s~~ons (1955) pointed out that most species that 

show "demonstrat.ion" are relatively large and conspicuous. 

The manner in which an incubating bird leaves the _nest depends 
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upon the type of predator approaching. If an aerial preda,tor is sighted, 

the parent bird will usually fly straight up from the nest. On the 

approach of a g:;.:ound predator (only human approaches were obst....rved) , the 

bird usually leaves the nest in a crouch-run. Simmons (1955) l:..:ts described 

crouch-runs for waders in general; the legs are bent, the neck is con-

tracted and the body is held horizontally. While crouch-running away 

Banded Dotterels k~ep their drabbly coloured back or sides towards an 

intruder 1 taking care not to display the cvnspicuous white, black and 

chestnut banded chest. The bird crouch-runs f~fty to a hundred metres 

from the nest, often running along behind sma::..l plants or other objects 

that conceal its retreat by obstruc~ing the intruder's view. Hobbs 

(1972) recorded a similar crouch-run in Red-capped Dotterels leaving 

the nest. If the intruder comes up to a :Banded Dotterel's nest the bird 

will return, either flying or running in stops and starts. Often t:he 

mate is present too and neighbouring Banded :Uo!::ter:els may also come up, 

giving alarm calls. Territorial boundaries are tem_l;)orarily ignored when 

a human approaches a nest and up to a dozen birds may surround such an 

intruder, giving alarm-calls and bobbing. Such behaviour would possibly 

confu:::;e a predator. Territorial attacks which are inhibited while the 

intruder remains in the vicinity of the nost are resumed immediately 
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after the int:cuder has departed. This same behaviour has been recorded 

in other plovers, including Semipalmated Plovers (Sutton awJ Parmelee 

1955) and Little Ringed Plovers (Tv1ason 1947 and SL."Tlmons 1955). 
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The closeness of the parent bird's approach to the human intruder 

varies considerably between individuals and with the stage of incubation. 

Early in incubation the bird will often remain'some twenty to forty metres 

from the intruder, giving alarm "pit" calls and bobbing. Bobbing, which 

is an upward jerking and relaxing of the head and chest, is usuallya 

locomotory intention movement (Simmons 1955), but nesting birds have 

their escape drives inhibited by opposing drives, of which the most 

irr.portant are probably the brooding dr.i.ve anc'l the attack drive. Jl.s 

inc'..lbation advances, these latter drives,which tend to keep the bird 

close to the nest when an intruder is near, become stronger and start 

to dominate over the escape drive. The drives motivating the parent 

birds to stay close to the nest or chicks, are strongest at the time of 

hatching and when the chicks give t.heir "scree" alarm call. Simmons 

(1955) found that this was the case in many \vader species. 

V. DISTRACTION-DISPLAYS 

Sinunons (1955) has defined distraction displays as follm·Js: 

"Distraction--display comprises those forms of conspicuous behaviour: 

(dependent on the major reproductive drive) which have been specially 

evolved by natural selection to deflect potential predators from eggs 

or young, by presenting to thesa predator:;; stimuli releasing and direct

ing their hunting behaviour". Sim.rnon' s definition has been followed 

when the t.erm "distraction-·display" is used here. 

'l'he presence of distracti~p-d.isplays in Nevl Zealand' s endemic 

waders is puzzling in view of the absence of any mammalian predators 
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in the country until recent times (Section I). Banded Dotterels, Black 

Stilts, Wryhills and New Zealand Dotterels are all endemic species which 

give distraction-displays to human intruders. Tl1e Banded Dotterel' s 

distraction-display is similar in general form to that described for 

related European Plovers by Sirrmons (1955) and this implies that the 
., 

displays of these species have the same genetic origin and have not 

evolved independently. In this case, t.he genetic coding for such 

distraction-displays must have been present in some Charadrii ancestor 

·living in contact with mammalian predators, and have remained present 

in Ne\v Zealand waders throughout their period of geographical isolation. 

Distraction-displays weYe observed at some nests from the laying 

of the first egg onwards. There -..vas considerable individual variation 

between birds in their motivation to perform distraction-displays, but 

as incubation advanced the threshold for such behaviour was lowered 

and once the eggs were hatching virtually all incubating birds would try 

to distract an .i..ni::ruder from.the nest. Once the chicks had hatched, 

their "scree" alo.rm call always elicited a distraction-display from 

one or both par&nts. 

There was a variety of forms of distract.ion-display and these 

reflected the range in intensity of the drives mo·tivating the birds to 

display. As distraction-displays evolved from behaviour in the conflict 

situation between attrJ.ck and escape (Simmons 1952 and 1955, and Drury 

i 
1 ··-, 1961), low int~nsity distraction-displays often showed strong escape 

elements whereas high intensity displays sometimes contained aggressive 
'•''· 

elements. Thus it was not always possible to distin~Jish between the 

ritualized behaviour of distraction-displays evolved for luring predators 

away and the escape or attack behaviour that was often associated with 

it. For instance, early in incubation when a human intruder walked 



near a nest, the parent bird would stand at a distance of about thirty 

metres giving alarm calls and bobbing. If the bird was approached it 

,would run off, giving alarm calls but staying about ten metres in front 

and repeatedly t.urning around to see if it was being followed. If the 

intruder stopped, the bird also stopped, whereas if the intruder 

started running t.he bird would also run to maintain the ten metre 

distance. This behaviour was observed at many different nests. It was 

obviously escapebehaviour but was modified to encourage the predator 

59. 

to follow. In the non-breeding season, attempts to follow Banded Dotterels 

resulted in them moving away when the observer was about twenty-five 

metres from theu, and if followed, the birds would soon fly up and land 

some fifty to '' hundred metres away. 

Higher intensity distraction-displays included injury-feigning. 

The bird would leave the nest in a crouch-run when an in·truder was still 

about one h:..tndred m~tres away, but if the intruder approached the nest 

the bird \-tould return. The bird would run across in front of the intruder, 

roughly at right.-,::,ngles to his path of approach. While running '!:he bird 

would lean its boJy to one side and often slight.ly lower the wing and 

cant the tail over on that side. All these actions would g.i.ve the 

distinct impression that the bird was injured. The bird would run in 

this manner t0 a distance of ten to thirty metres from the intruder and 

then crouch down on the ground. Often the bird would crouch in a place 

where it was pari..:i'3. Lly concealed from view, such as behind a large stone 

or small plant. 3ometi;nes it would false-brood, fluffing out its feathers 

and shuffling its body as though set.tling down on eggs. This display 

. tended to be rather secretive and was performed in silence. Such false

brooding was conunon during ·the last week of incubation and possibly 

evolved to give a potential predator a false idea of the nest's location. 

The Black Oystercatchers on the Cass River delta were observed giving 
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si.'Uilar :distraction brooding displays and Child (pers. comm.) has 

observed the same behaviour in the Black Fronted Dotterels, and Hamilton 

(1975) in the A.rnerican Avocet (Recurvirostr•a americana) and the 

Black-necked stilt (Himantopus mexicanus) . 

Once the eggs started pipping, the false-brooding display was 

generally superseded by displays in which the bird would make every 

attempt to druw the intruders attention towards itself and away from 

the eggs or chicks. Such displays were generally noisy as well as being 

conspicu6us. The displaying bird always placed itself on the side of 

the intruder A.Way from the chicks or eggs. Ringed Plovers and Little 

Ringed Plovers have also been observed to display from this position 

{Drury 196l,and Ledlie and Pedlar 1938). If a Banded Dotterel chick 

was released from the hand the parent bird immediately on seeing it 

would nearly always give a display on t.he other side of the intruder, 

thus distracting it.s attention away from the retreating chick. If both 

parents were .t;resant, one would often fly above the fleeing chick, 

giving alarm "pj:t" calls, while the other displayed close t.o the 

intruder. 

Conspicuous dis:t:r:·action-displays followed a fairly stereotyped 

pattern. In the side-w·ays leaning run desc:r:·ibed above, the bird would go 

to a place often, but not alwaysr where it was partially concealed. 

While running it would somtimes give a rapid sequence of alarm "pit" 

calls. The bi:ri:l. ·.:ould then crouch down facing the intruder and spread 

its wings (Fig. 1.5). Soper (1972) has a photograph of a Banded Dotterel 

in this posit.icn and he describes it as a "spread-eagled posture". 

t-Jhile in this position the bird would often repeatedly give a drawn-

out "weer11 call. This was always a loud call but it varied considerably 

in pitch and ·tone between individual birds. Often the displaying bird 

60. 
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'. FIGURE 15 The "Spread-eagled Posture" Distraction Display 

This display often included wing flapping and 

"weer" calling and was ·often performed behind a 

stone or small bush. 

61 . 



\vould flap its wings at the same tj1ne, sometimes noisily hitting them 

against the ground. This would be continued for five to thirty seconds. 

Generally the bird stayed in the one place while displaying but some 

birds shuffled towards the intruder~ 
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If the bird was in clear view when giving this type of distrac

tion display it. gave an observer the impression that it was injured and 

unable to fly. In most cases though the bird partially concealed itself 

and the impression given was of something small and brown and struggling 

but the putline of the bird could not. be distinguished. While display

ing in such a manner a Banded Dotterel could easily be mistaken for a 

small st:r:ugglinC.:J rodent. The calls given by the bird resembled calls 

given by the .E'::>use Mouse (Mus mu::x:uZus) when injured in a trap. Whether 

this similarity was fortuitous or not is questionable. It has often 

been sug':J·ested. that some distraction-displays given by waders have 

evolved in imit.at:i.on of the behaviour of small mammals which form the 

common prey fo:::- J?redators which would also take eggs and chicks. Refer

ences to wa0.crt" imitating small mammals are found ln Duffey and Creasey 

(1950), WiL!.iu..rnson (1950), Simmons {1955), Holmes and Pitelka (1964) 

and t:obbs (1972). Such an interpretation of the Banded Doterel's 

· distractio.'.1~·d.ispla.y would need to take into account the absence of both 

mamalian predators and prey during a long period of New Zealand's history. 

Picking up a young chick in the hand and causing it to give the 

"scree" alarm ce.ll often elicited the highest intensity distraction

display from one of the parents. Such displays were also sometimes given 

if the nest was visited when the chicks were hatching. The displaying 

bird would approach very closely, often to within a metre, and run in 

circles around the intruder. Very loud "weer" calls would be given, 

sounding more strident and aggressive than those given in lower 
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intensity displays. i-Jbile the bird circled it would repeatedly raise 

the wing furthest from the intruder and at the same time fan the lower 

tail (Fig. 16). The wing on the near side would often be partly 

unfolded but not raised. Soper (1972) also has a photograph of this 

display • 

A Banded Do·tterel giving a distraction-display often attracted 

other Banded Dotterels to it. This was especially so when the display

ing bird fluttered on the ground giving the "weer" call. When another 

Banded Dotterel ran up to a displaying bird, it would i~~ediately stop 

its display ?.nd get up and ¥7alk away. 
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No Bar:ded Dotterels were seen to give any form of dist.raction

display to covs or sheep, which sometimes closely approached nests while 

observations v;er:e being made from a hide. Nethersole--Thompsen (1973) 

described ths Dotterel (Eud:r>omias morineZ.Zus) "exploding" in the face 

of large but non-aggressive ma:rru.llals to deflect ·them from walking on the 

nest. Banded Iiotterels just quietly left the nest if a cow or sheep 

came within a f;~!l metres and returned as soon as it had passed. 

VI. NESTING SUCCE3S 

'rhe nesting success of the Banded Dotterel must reflect to some 

extent the success of its anti-predator behaviour. The history of 

thirty-six nest.s ·,.vas known. Of these nests, three nests (five eggs) 

were los·t durh"g lay.ing, seventeen nests (fifty eggs) v.rere lost during 

incubation, and sixteen nests (forty-four eggs) hatched. Four of the 

successful nests hatched only two chicks (one two-egg clutch, one 

cracked egg, one infertile egg, one egg ·taken from the nest, presumably 

by a predator). One of the nests lost during incubation also only had 

a two-egg clutch. 'I'hus of ninety-nine eggs laid, only forty--four hatched, 
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FIGURE 16 A High Intensity .Distraction Display 

The bird was often within a metre of the 

intruder when performing this display, and it 

would give loud calls. 

G4. 
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representing a 44\'o hatching success rate. Of the fifty eggs lost from 

nests, nearly all simply disappeared. Hobbs (1972) found that an incubat-

ing Red-capped Dotterel will remove all egg-shell fragments and any 

pieces of embryo from the nest if it returns and finds the eggs have 

been broken. If Banded Dotterels also do this it could be the reason why 

evidence of egg predation was not often found. In only one nest were 

the three opened egg-shells still present when the nest was visited. 

In some nests the lining was sticky, presumably with the spilt contents 

of eggs, and sometimes E:;mall fragments of egg-shell could be found amongst 

the lining, but in many nests when the eggs disappeared the lining was 

left dry and. no egg-shell fragment.:; co11ld be found in or near the nest. 

Despite this, all egg losses were attributeQ to predation. No ~~sts were 

flooded or otherwise destroyed. 

Boyd {1962) has made the generalizC~tion that in the Charadrii 

66%-96% of the eggs hatch. The loNer su~cess rate of 449o found in 

Banded Dotterels in this study could have been due to lack of adaptation 

to introduced mammalian predators. HO"~;?ever, Hobbs (1972) found that 

only 19% of Red-capped Dotterel eggs hatched in an Australian breeding 

colony. Wilcox (1959) found 91% of eggs hatched '"hen he studied the 

Piping Plover in North America. These figures ir~1ply that hatching 

success is very variable in the genus C7uJYadY'iu.s. 

The ratio of adults to juveniles was counteQ in the post-breeding 

flocks. Of 497 birds counted in post-hatchlng flocks in December and 

"'"'\. 
January on the Cass River delta, 23% were juveniles. The mortality 

rate of chicks between hatching and fledging ~muld have been influenced 

by many other factors besides predation. These would include disease, 

food supply, weather and parental care. After nearly a week of heavy 

rain and cold weather, one chick of about two weeks of age was found dead. 



VII. RESPONSES TO PBEDATO~S OF NON-BREEDING FLOCKS 

Out of the breeding season Banded Do·tt.erels form flocks. Thus 

each individual has the advantages of all the other flock members being 

alert for danger. Bird>; frequently check the sky for aerial predators 

(Fig. 17) and also the surrounding ground. Sighting of a predator is 

followed by alarm-calls and bobbing, and if it: approaches too closely 

the whole flock takes flight. Outside the breeding season the only 

reaction to a predator is escape behaviour and neither aggression nor 

distraction behaviour are shown by flock birds. 
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When aJ)proached by an aerial predator, Banded Dotterels flew up 

<jiviag repea·ccrl alar.m-calls and quickly fo.rmed into a close-packed flock. 

The flock wheeled ::md circled around the feeding grounds, with all birds 

giving alal.""TI'-calls until the predator had passed. This behaviour, seen 

in other speci2s is usually a protection against diving predators such 

as falcons. The New Zealand Falcon is the only predator of this t.ype in 

New Zealand and ii.: is rare along the coastal feeding grounds but Banded 

Dotterels tha~ winter in Australia are faced by several diving predators. 

At Lake vJainono tiJ.e close-packed circling flocks were f01.'"1ned when 

Harriers, W!"lite-backed. Mag·pies, or Southern Black-backed Gulls flew over. 

The dark-pluntagP.d juvenile Southern Black-backed gulls stimulated this 

alarm respon2e more often than the adult gulls with their white under

par·ts. Occasiopally flying Spur-winged Plovers (LobiZoyx novaehoUand·iae) 

and White-faced Herons (Ardea novaehoUandiae) caused Banded Dotterels 

to fly up. giving alarm-calls. No alarm responses were given to predatory 

birds when the} were on the ground. 

On the :1pproach of a ground predator (human) Banded Dotterels 

would ·turn their backs so that only their cryptic upper plumage was 

visible. Glutz von BJ.otzheim {1975) recorded that Ringed Plovers show 



FIGURE 17 

.) 

A Banded Dotterel Tilting its Head to Check the 

Sky for Aerial Predators 
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the same behaviour and Moon (1967) has recorded it in Black-fronted 

Dotterel. As an intruder approaches a flock of Banded Dotterels, the 

birds move away slowly, often still feeding. Pressed further t..:hey 

start bobbing and giving alarm "pit" calls. Evenually they take-off 

when the intruder is about twenty-five metres distant, often giving a 

two-\ving-stretch flight intention movement b2fore flying (Fig. 18). 

This is a common fligh·t intention movement given by disturbed waders 

and Hamilton (1975) and Maclean (1976) both give examples of it. 

6G. 



FIGURE 18 The Two-wing St3:etch 

Tt~s was often a flight intention movement, 

made when a predator was approaching. 

69. 
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. CHA,PTER 5 

FEEDING AND MAINTENANCE BErffiVIOUR 

I. DAILY ROUTINE 

The activities of non-breeding flocks were studied from January 

to June 1977 at Lake Wainono (Fig. l). The Banded Dotterels' daytime 

activities were classified into feeding, preening and resting, with fly

ing and aggression being recorded occasionally. Five daytime activity 

records were made, each in a different month. These were made by watch

ing a flock f:r:om dawn to dusk and recording the activities of all birds 

visible at regular intervals throughout the day. The first day's re<"'ord

ings were made at fifteen minute intervals. All subsequent days had 

regular recordings at five minute intervals.· 'l'he percentage of birds 

in the· flock engaged in each activity was calculated for each five 

minute recording. To obtain a value for the average amount of time 

spent feeding by a bird during·a day's recording, the percentages of 

birds feeding for all .recordings taken that day were averaged. The 

graphs in Figure 19 show these percentages and their average value for 

each day. The average percentage value so obtained was then converted 

to a fraction and multiplied by daylength to give an approximate value 

for hours spent feeding per bird per day. The same calculations were 

made for preening and resting. Table 1 gives the results of these cal

culations. Flying and aggression took up a negligible period of time 

in these recordings. 

The average hours spent feeding each day ranged only £:rom 

8h.44' to 9h.06' over the five months and averaged 8h.52'. This meant 
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FIGURE 19 The Percentages of Banded Dotterels Feeding at Lake Wainono 

Flock birds were observed and the percentage of birds feeding was recorded at 

regular intervals through the day. Recordings~-were made on five days. 

(A) 26 February._Daylength was 14h.l5 1
• Flock size ranged from 33 to 104 birds. 
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FIGURE 19 The Percentages of Banded Dottere1s Feeding at Lake Wainono 

(B) 24 April. Day1ength was 1,0h.OO'. Flock size ranged 
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FIGURE 19 The Percentages of Banded Dotterels Feeding at Lake Wainono 

(D) 5 June. Daylength was 9h.lO'. Flock size ranged from 

3 to 9 birds. 
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TABLE 1 

Records were made on five days at La.lce iolainonoo See text for 
methods and calculations.. Da.ylength vias recorded as the interval 
from when birds could first be seen clearly through binoculars in 
the morning, U."ltil they could no longer be see..?l clearly in the 
evenings 
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that as daylengt.h decreased there was less daylight time available for 

other activities such as resting as preeniag. The average percentage 

time spent preening decreased from l3% of daylight time in February to 

4% in May and June. Resting also decreased from 20% in February down 

to 0% in Nay and June. 

II. MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES AND RESTING 

In Banded Dotterels most of their maintenance behaviour is a 

social activity. If a bird starts preening, within a minute it is often 

surrounded by o·t.her preening birds, in much ·the same manner that yawning 

is copied in humans. 

P:r.:eening has a typical charadriiform pattern. A Banded notterel 

bends its head forward to preen its chest an~ abdomen feathers with its 

bill. It also pivots its head around 180° to preen its back feathers, 

and sligh'cly lowers a wing on one side at a ti..Lle to reach its flank 

feathers with its bill. The bird may also 3lightly lift a wing on one 

side and shake it rapidly while lowering i-Ls h.:;o3.d to preen underneath. 

The wing on one side may also be slightly lowered and the foo·t on the 

same side brought up underneath to scratch. Head scratching is indirect 

(Fig. 20) , the foot being lifted over the lowered wing on one side to 

reach the turned head. This is the typical method for Charadrius species 

(:Hac lean 1977) . 

Stretching movements are often included ;_n preening or follow 

on after preening. Stretching movements are also sometimes isolated 

and as such are not social activities. The most common stretch is 

when the vving on one side is lifted out parallel with the ground and 

the leg on the same side is stretched out underneath it. This is then 

1::epeat.:e.d on the othe.r side. Another stretch is the two-wing· stretch 
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FIGURE 20 A Banded Dotterel Head Scratching 

~ne indirect method is used. 

FIGURE 21 A Banded Dotterel Resting 
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in which both wings are unfolded and lifted to their full height over 

the back (Fig. 18). This is sometimes used as a flight intention 

movement. 

At the end of preening and stretching a dotterel would shake both 

wings, sometimes holding them folded over the back for this purpose. 
•- ;, 

Then it would shake the tail and finally fluff up all the body feathers 

for a second or two. 

V.lhile daylength was long enough birds were found to rest during 

daylight hours. This >vas a social activity, with resting birds 

often congregating in a sunny sheltered area. Banded Dotterels did not 

form compact roosting flocks such as those formed by stilts, but spaced 

themselves out with dist.ances of at least three metres between individuals. 

While resting, Banded Dot.terels stood or sat in a hunched posture, sorne-

times with the head turned around and the bill tucked into the shoulder 

feathers (Fig. 21). 

The Banded Dott.erels at Lake Wainono roosted close to their feed-

ing grounds. Some birds spent the night out on the mudflats or salt 

marshes where they had been feeding through the day. However, many 

birds spent the night in small flocks on the shingle bank along the sea-

shore (Fig. 1). Glutz von Blotzheim (1975) has reported that the 

Little Ringed Plover also prefers dry roosting places, such as shingle, 

in preference to mud or other damp places. 

III. AGGRESSION IN NON-BREEDING BIRDS 

Threat-displays and associated "chee-ree-'a-ree" threat-calls were 

recorded in all months of the year. In non-breeding, feeding flocks 

this behaviour was not common but was obse:rved occasionally when a 

feeding bird approached another too closely. Gro\lnd o:;::- aerial chasing 
~ ,. .,· 



was often observed when the threatened bird retreated. Glutz 

von Blotzheim (1975} recorded similar intraspecif.ic aggression in 

non-breeding flocks of RL11ged Plovers. He stated that such behaviour 

at narrow river places can give the i.mpression that feeding territories 

are being defended. Banded Dotterels were never observed defending 

feeding territories in the non-breeding season. While feeding, these 

birds took an erratic course and so tended not to stay in the same area 

for long. Often after a threat-display and chase the aggressive bird 

would begin feeding in a new area. 

IV. FEEDING H..liBITA'l'S AND SAMPLING AT LA~ WAINONO 

Feeding was studied by counting and observing feeding birds and 

by sampling potential prey in the habitat. Some standard methods were 

used. Potential prey species collected in sdn~les from all areas were 

identified and then dried at 60°C for fo!:t.y-eigr.t hours and then 

immediately weighed. Samples were collected from within a metre of 

where a Banded Dotterel was observed feeding unless otherwise stated. 

80. 

In the Lake vJainono study area, available feeding habitats varied 

with the lake level. At very low levels considerable expanses of mudflat 

were exposed. These had no vegetation. At intermediate levels the 

mudflats were flooded but the salt-marshes remained dry. These salt

marshes supported a comnunity of salt-tolerant plants, averaging only 

two to four centimetres in height. Plant species present in order of 

dominance were Salicornia aus-tralis. 30%, Plantago coronopus 25%, 

SelZiera radicans 20%, Lach~grostis lyallii 12%, CotuZa coro1wpifolia 

10%, Tr1:glochin striatwn 3% and Lilaeopsis sp. <1%·. Along the edge of 

the salt-marshes, bordering small water bodies such as Maori Lake and 

small man-made drainage channels (Fig. 1), a water-edge habitat of mud 
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supported only Glasswort (Salicornia australis} . Thi.s habi.tat was a 

fav-oured feeding place at certain times. 

At times of unusually high tides, the sea would come into the 

lake, and both mudflats and salt-marshes would be flooded by brackish 

water. At such times only grass and clover pasture land would remain 

unflooded. This pasture land was used as a feeding habitat by Banded 

Dotterels only when all other areas were flooded. The pasture was 

heavily grazed by sheep and cattle, so the plan'c cover was only a few 

centimetres in height. Plant species present were mainly grasses, 

including Lachnagrostis ZyaUii~ Agrost·is stolonifera~ Polypogon 

mcnspliensis anc Alopecurns graniculatus. The clover species TYifolium 

repens and T. duhiwn were also present and also plantain Plantrrgo 

coronopus and dandelion Leontodon autwnnaZis. 

In January and Pebruary the lake was ;:::.t an intermediate level 

and almost all Ea11ded Dotterels fed in the salt-marsh habitat. The 

·' 
ground was sampled to find what small -inverte:brates were available to 

the birds. A metal ring enclosing an area o:L 0.25 m2 v1as used for 

sampl:Lng and the area enclosed was searched fu::;: thirty minutes and all 

surface animals were collected. Fourteer>. such samples were taken; seven 

each in January and February. Twelve of the samples had dry soil and 

the other ·two slightly moist soil. '£his mea11t the birds \vere surface 

pecking as the ground was too hard for pr0binq. Fr0m the _sampling 

data average nuJr.bers of aniinals per square !':' . .,~tr3, and average dry 

weights v1ere calculated. These values are given in Table 2. 

In the early mornings in January and February, the water edge 

habitat was also exploited as a feeding groc:tnd. In a narrow band 

approximately one metre wide along the water's edge, flies congregated 
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TABLE 2 

The values for Pythidae Beetles and Honey Spiders were probably 
tmderestimates as individuals were very small. 

-----------------------------------------------------~--·------~---·--1 I 

NaJne Classification Average Noso Average Dry 

per m2 \ofeight per 
2 m (mg) 

~----~---- --- -----~· 

Weevil Curculionidae 6. 3 15 e 3 

-

Nymph Bug Lygaeidae I 8. 9 I 3. 7 . 

':::~en Vol£ Spider Lyeosa hi-;~~-
1 

-~~ 
I 

~C-ar-~-·o_n __ B_e_e_t~~-----~-An--1-.s-o_t_o_m_i_d_a_e ________ -+--·--·-----4-.-3--"---+-----:~ 

~------~--------~--------------------~------·----~----·--....-··------1 
Leatherjacket Stratiomyidae 1.1 4.9 

~----·-------i-------_j__----r-------; 
l·!oney Spider Areoneus sp. L 13· 7 

~La-d_y_b_ir_d_--~~~~~~~~:~~C~o-c_l-~--~-·-;_u_e_ne-z_-z_~~~-ta~-~~~-·--~~ ·-·--··~0~.~9-·--_-:_+._-:~~~~-~-~---1~1 
Small Beetle Pythidae 4. 0 o. 5 1 

I--D_i_p_t __ e_r_an--F-1-;·----l-O-d_a_n_to_m._g_ia __ c_h_l_o_ris --+----o-.. -6---r----:,--1 
r----·-------·-·----------~-----------~--.... ·----+-------------------+------------; 

Caterpillar Lepidoptera 0 .. 6 1.1 , 

TOTAL 
-"-----l----6-6-. 9--+----6-6 .·:-1 

~-------·----------------------------~--1~.--------_.L ________________ ~J 
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in extremely high densi-ties, estimated at 10,000 per square metre. Over 

99% of these flies were EphydreUa aquo.:t'ia, a species of shore fly. 

Table 3 gives the sampling 1:esults for this habitat. 

In late February and early March the lake level dropped as t.he 

outlet mouth to the sea was opened (artificially controlled). As 

soon as the mudflats were exposed the Banded Dotterel flocks deserted 

the salt-rnarsh feeding grounds and started feeding exclusively on the 

exposed mud. All feeding was done by probing to take insect larvae 

from the upper layer of mud. Banded Dotterels have a bill length of 

sixteen to eighteen millime·tres (Oliver 1955). Virtually all insect 

larvae were within the top two centimet:::es of mud so most would have 

been available to Banded Dotterels. The prey G.ensity on the muJ.flats 

was sampled on 9 March by collecting eight s<-uuples. The mud was firm 

and each sample >vas collected as a slab 164 cm2 a.nd 2 em deep. These 

samples were washed. and sieved and all aniirc..ls were collected. Table 4 

gives t-he sampling results. 

In the second half of April, hi.gh tides caused sea water to enter 

Lake Wainono. This, in combination with irri0?tion water vlhich ~,ras 

being diverted into the lake, caused the lake lev81 to rise rapidly, 

flooding the Banded Dotterel's usual feeding grounds. Those birds 

remaining in the area were forced to feed 0n the adjacent pasture land. 

Banded Dotterels both pecked at the surface and probed in this habitat. 

Cattle had broken up the surface soil with their hooves in some areas, 

and these were favoured for foraging by the bi~ds. The crumbled soil 

in these patch.es was softer for probing, and grass-grubs and eart.hwoms 

¥lhich were normally protected by a tough mat of grass and roots, were 

more easily accessible. An 0.25 m2 sample ring was used to sample this 

habita·t and :both surface prey and animals in the top two centimetres of 

!13. 
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TABL.~J. 

r ! --• oa ... ~·------------..,.--·---1 

Name I CJ.assi£:i.cation Average Nos. 

2 per m 

Average Dry 

lve:ight per 

m2 (mg) 
l --·--+------·-·--·--...;,. ,----·-----~-- ·-+-~-~---·I 

EphydreUa aquaria I 1 o, 000 n, 000 I Shore Fly 

--·--~oJ...·-------·---1-". ·~--·-----t-- -- .J 

Samples we:r.e collected at the south end of Lake Wainono .. 
( Olig(;,chaete worms whic;h were each less than Oq 05 rng dry weight 
\vere not collected) 

Nam:--~--·-cla:J-.. .J.-L'-ic_a_t_i--o·~-~----·""j~--=:;~:-~--::rage 

1

1 

2 
Weight per 

perm m2 (mg) 
_____ J·-----~r------+-----

1 
Chironomidae 2874 1898 

Crane fly 

---·.L.-~--------~-~-·~------------+· --------+------

1 
Amph~;:~:j--- =-;:l?ac~~-li~pe -:~-+----~---o-·7-~-··-··---·ri--~:--

Larvae Tipu.lidae 1235 1097 

·----------L-__ ------·----4-----------~----~----·-------~ 

__ _L___:rA~--1_4.-1-8_5 __ ___....._~~9 J 
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soil were collected L~ separate samples. Eight surface samples and 

twelve su.b-·surface samples were collected. The results are given in 

Table 5. 

V. FEEDING ME'.rHODS A.."JD RESPONSES TO CHANGES IN THE ENVIRONMENT 

Feeding consisted of a series of run-peck-stop, run-stop, run

peck-stop sequences. If the ground was soft, some or all pecks were 

replaced by probes. Pecking or probing was clearly a visually stimulated 

response. When a bird stopped it would look for prey, and then run 

directly and peck. If food was not seen it would run a short distance, 

the~ stop and look again. 

The r·atio of pecks/runs was recorded in the field by following a 

feeding bird through binoculars and using a b'l.pe-recorder to record the 

feeding· sequence. The length of runs between stops was estimated 

visually and recorded by the same method. ':!'he results for different 

habitats and food densities are recorded in Table 6.. Feeding patterns 

varied with prey density. If food density '1/las high a. bird would run only 

a fevl steps between each stop, but if it was low a bird would usua"'..ly · 

run several metres before stopping. Also, of course, when prey density 

was low, there were more runs that did not end in a peck because no 

prey had been seen. Thus distance travelled per minute was inversely 

proportional to feeding rate. Pierce (1976) found the same relationship 

in Hrybills feeding in shallow water. 

Feeding rates were recorded with a stop-watch by repeatedly 

t~~ing the interval for ten pecks. A different bird was used for each 

individual recording. At least twenty individual recordings were made 

for each feeding habitat. The average time for ten pecks was then calcu-

lated and converted to a figure expressing pecks per minute. 'I'he values 

ll5. 
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Sa~ples were collected from the pasture between the two stop-bmlks 
south of Lake Wainono. 

~=e -... ~~assi£icat:-·.,.--A-v_e_r_a_g_e_N_o_s_. --r-=:~·D:: j 
Weight per 

Sur .face 

~------------------~-----------------,-----·------------~------

Garden Wolf Sp:~e~·-'r-~~-1:: _____ .~·---+~-~~ 
Adult Bug Lygaeidae 3.,8 I 

Weevil Curculionidae ·0 .. 5 0.6 

~---------------~---------------~----------.~-----8.-1-il 
Su~TOTAL 6.5 

I ---·-- -----~~-~ 
I 

Sub-surface 

r--------------------------T-------------------~....--------------r----------~ 
Earthworm 

Grass grub 

Oligochaeta 

CosteZytra 
zeaZandica 

139.6 

78.8 
~--------·-----------~----------------..... -+---~------------~----·---------4 

Burro,dng Bug c:'aaerocydnus 
nigrosignatus 

4 .. 0 10.0 

~-------------------------~-------------------~~-- --
SUB-TOTAL 224.4 

1------- '. -·- --r--··--------+-------1 
TOTAL 

~,_, __________ , ______ "_· ____________ ,...,_ ____ .~------....: 
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TABLE 6 

Feeding 

Habitat 

Mudflat 

~-~-"""-~ _ _,_, __ ,.,._...,,..._=~"'---"""'---"_,.,..._."~"--r---~· 
PI ey Density Pecks I Ave:raae Pecl:s cj l Feeding l 

'"c~s p"" .• "' P"" i 1 "'"' ~·~~l o£~ ~""'l."' <:h·.:-s ,o I "et1 '"'d 
1 

·• "~... i ...... . -··""·d::J '-' .k '·"' ~' l ..... .u..;. • J•;. .1u 

'm5.nu.te I (m) l I 2 m 

I 4 1 200 I 19 I 0 .. 5 ! 86% Probe 
I l 

Salt marsh ~-67 t; _:_-~.0~66%-F;p:~oel 
Past>~• IT . ---;:-~fustly:ob:-1 
---- -----~.-~........._--=·---·------~-------J 
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for all feeding habitats are given in Table 6. As might be· expected 

(Holling 1959} feeding rate increased "~.oTith increasing prey munbers. 

Banded Dotterels were not observed 'foot-trembling". 'rhis is 

a method of feeding which involves sh..aking the foot, presumably to 
',, 

disturb prey species so they can be more easily seen. It has been 

observed in several Charadrius plovers (Simmons 196la, 196lb, and 

Heather 1977) . Possibly the short runs Banded Dotterels take in 

between pecks may serve a similar function. 

In general, Banded Dotterels showed themselves to be very 
: _-;-, .. 

opportun:; stic feeders in the Lake Wainono study area. The birds 

responded rap1.d.ly to habitat chan0es •,;ith corresponding changes in 

their feerling r:outine. 'rhis v-;as clearly shown in January and February 

in clear weather with cold mornings. The Banded Dotterels fed on shore 

flies Ephydrella aquaria in the water-edge habitat in the early mornings 

when ground i..empE:rature was low, and the flies were sluggish and unable 

to escape captE::-e. Soon after sunrise the flies beca.t"-rte more actiV'e and 

more difficult t.o catch and the Banded Dotterels would then move out onto 

the s,'ll t-marshes to fP.ed on different prey (Table 7}. 

The Banded Dotterel is a migratory species so the nUL"tlber of birds 

present at I_3.ke \•!ainono changed with season. Figure 22 shows the 

maximum. flock sizes counted from February through to cTuly 1977. To some 

extent numbe"t"s n.ay have reflected the availability of preferred feeding 

habitats as numbers were at a :mc:.ximum when mudflats were exposed, and 

at a minimlh"'tl. whe.n only pasture feeding was available. 

In J"Gly, many of the Banded Dotterels moved from pasture feeding 

back to the flooded salt-marsh rillbitat. Here they fed by pecking at 

the surface. Sampling of t.his habitat, which \vas covered by two 
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AJ.l Banded Dotterels visible were feeding on Shore Flies by the 
edge of Haori Lake 1tlhen the grou.nd temperature was lovT and the flies 
\vere sluggish. The feeding rate was rapid at this time. As the 
ground temperature rose, the flies beca~le more active, the feeding 
rate decreased~ and the birdsstarted moving to the salt-marshes to 
feed en alternative prey. Nw-nbe:rs o£ birds counted on the salt
marshes decreased as the birds spread out to feedt moving out of 
sight., The feeding rates given in the table \vere each the average 
o.f. tbree reco:r-dings on different birdso (26 February 1977) 

.. - . . ·~-~, . -· "'--= 

Time Grou...11d Bird Numbers by Bird Nu.;•nber s o:: Feeding Rate of 

89. 

-1 
Birds 

am .. Temp .. oc water's Edge Salt-marsh by Water's Edge 
r 
I 

Pecks per Hinute I 
! 
I 
I . - -·· I 5 .. 30 2.0 59 0 43 I 

5.45 2.0 63 0 38 
' 

6.00 1.5 87 0 46 

6.15 2 .. 0 90 0 33 

6.30 2.5 102 0 29 

6.45 3.5 74 17 22 

7.00 1·0 20 67 23 I 
7.15 9.0 3 43 20 

7 .. 30 11o0 1 34 -
7-45 11.0 1 25 -
a .. oo 12 .. 0 _ _j__ __ 1 

26 -
-- -=·-~--
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centimetres of brackish wate..r, revealed there \'Jere. viri:ually zero 

insects, spiU.er.s or worms present, yet the birds average pecking rate 

was fairly rapid at se~renteen pecks per minute. It was concluded that 

the birds must have been feeding on small shoots or seeds of the salt-

marsh vegetation. 

VI. FEEDING IN THE CASS RIVER DEL'l'A STUDY AREA 

'l1he mudflats and sandfJ.ats near the edge of Lake Tekapo (Fig. 2) 

formed.the major feeding grounds for the pre-breeding flocks in winter 

and early spring in ·the Cass River delta study area. Pierce (1976) 

sampled tris habitat and found tubificid worms and chironomid larvae 

in t:l·le upper twG centimetres of mud. Pre-breeding flocks of Banded 

Dotterels also ted out on pasture land similar to ·the pasture land at 

Lake Wainono. Bart.hwonns and caterpillars were observed being t.aken in 

this habitat. In t:1e mornings the mudflats were often fro:z;en by he.avy 

frosts, and a.i:. tJ.lr;::se times small flocks of Banded Dotterels were sometimes 

observed feeding in the riffles of the small stable streams that crosseC. 

the North Bed o£ the delta. Four samples, each one-sixteenth of a 
.,...,. 

square metre, were colJ.ected of the bottom fauna in this habitat. A 

square frame wi·th a net on the downstream side was used for this purpose. 

Many insect larvae were present at an average densit.y of 1600 anLT\1als 

per square met~e. The main species were the Mayflies (Deleatid-Dum spp.) 

and Caddis Flies (Fydrapsyche colonica., Hydrobiosis parwnbripennis and 

Pycnocentr•odes ::::_:?.) • 
\ 

I·iany of these larvae lived under stones and so 

\'loulc1 have been unav'iilable to Banded Dotterels with their short straight 

bills, in contrast to Wrybills which have a sideways-bent bill specially 

adapted for feeaing in such habitats (Pierce 1976). Banded Dotterels 

were not observed feeding in th.e riffle habitat af·ter July. 
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Once Ba.nded Dottcrels started taking up breeding territories in 

early August they mostly fed on the dry sl:ingle beds but other habitats 

were occasionally exploited. Non-incubating birds sometimes left. the 

territory and fed on the mudflats by the edge of the lake. In September 

and Oci.:ober Banded Dotterels sometimes fed by the river's edge as many 

Mayflies emerged in these months. Occasionally the Banded Dotterels 

feeding· in this habi·tat behaved like fly-catchers, flying up from the 

ground repeatedly to catch Mayflies in mid-air. Early territories 

sometimes included the damp areas adjacent ·to the small stable streams 

that flowed across the lbrth Bed. These damp areas had more soil and 

vegetation t~.an the adjacent shingle anri supported a richer animal life, 

and so <,vere favoured for feeding. Eight 0. ~5 r-:,2 samples ·!:aken 0n 

22 September, sampling both the surface and t.op two centimetres. There 

was an averagt-~ density of sixty-one animals per square metre, consisting 

mainly of small ea!:thworms, caterpillars ano slugs and a few Wolf Spiders 

(Lycosa spp.). Only 11% of Banded Dotterel territories contained such 

damp areas so this rich food supply was obvio•.:sly not essential for 

nesting success. 

S2. 

Feeding on the shingle beds was not observsd until Ba.nded Dotterels 

took up breeding territories. On the twentieth of each month from June 

through to .. lanuary inclusive, samples were ta.keot of potential animal 

prey from the shL1gle of the Nbrth Bed breedil1g grounds. Eighteen 

samples were collected each month, each consist.ing of all. the animals 

found within an 0.25 m2 sample ring. In ertch ~am.ple all surface stones 

and mat-plant vegetation were removed to facilitate collecting. All 

samples were t.aken at random locations on the shingle beds. The sampl

ing results are given in Table 8 and 9 and in Figure 23. The average 

total dry weights of animals per square metre in June, July and August, 
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__ TABLE 8 

Samples weJ.-e ta..lcen on the North Bed o£ the Cass River delta on the 
t•~entieth o£ zach montho 

Mont1-:o 

I 

Average Dry 

\'!eight. per 

m2 (mg) 2 per m 

---------t 
Average vleight 

per animal 

t---------t----------r-------------+-"=· -···----
1 

June I 15.6 

July 8 .. 9 2.0 

August 

September 24.2 

October 22.0 

November 24.0 

December 

January 22.0 

-----~-------------------~--------------------------~···-·----------------~ 
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.. TABLE 9 

Values given in this table are averages from all samples taken 
from June to January inclusive on the North Bed of the Cass River 
delta. 

-
Name Classification Average Nose Average Dry 

r 
\</eight per 

2 2 (mg) per m m 

·-
vlolf Spiders Lycosa spp. 3.2 9o4 

Cob'.Web spider Lii;hyphcmtes sp. 1 .4 2.0 

Spider Ara:ngina s p. 1.7 1.5 

Spider Taieria sp. 0.5 0.8 

Carabid Beetle Carabidae 2.9 1.6 

Caterpillar Lepidoptera 0.7 2.7 

Bug Lygaeidae 1.6 1 .1 

Mayfly DeZeatidium sp. 0.1 0.3 

Leather jacket Stratiomyidae 0.1 0 .. 5 

Centipede Chilognat ha 0 .. 1 o.o 
Ladybird Cocci.ne Z Za spp. 0.1 0.2 

---
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F.J:GURE 23 _Changes in Pr<:y Availability on the Breeding 

Grounds 

The average total dry \·leig·hts of potential prey 

animals on the Cass Hi.ver delta in different 

months are given. There was a highly significant 

increase during this period. 
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were highly significantly less than the values for the following five 

months according ·to a s·tudent' s t tes.t (5 = 6. 94 with 6 degrees: of 

freedom, p < 0.00005). A comparison of Figures 8 and 23 shows tha,t this 

increase in t.h.e available prey biomass corresponded wi.th the start of 

egg-laying. Possibly ·the breeding schedules of Banded Dotterels on the 

Cass River delta was influenced by the change in food availability, as 

has been suggested for other bird species ·by Lack 1968. 

Chicks s·tarted foraging only a few hours after hatching, and from 

the start they were quite independent feeders, wandering all over the 

territory. Young chicks were not seen to probe, possibly because their 

bills were too soft. 

'l'he stomach and intestine content.s of a f.i...ve-week old Banded 

Dotterel chick o.ccidentally killed on tt.e road on 12 December were 

examined. A small n.nt and the remains of at least b-To carabid beetles 

were ·the only identifiable animal remains. Th8 bulk of the stomach 

contents consisted of twenty-six seeds and the semi-digested pulp from 

the fruit of the mat-plant, Creeping Pohuehue U~uehZenbeckia axiZZoYis). 

The intest:L'"le contained a further fi £ty-seven seeds. Creepiilg Pohuehue 

was a fairly common plant on the shingle neds and it has fruit from 

December until at least April (Salmon 1968) • Stead (1932) referring to 

Banded Dotterels on Canterbury riverbeds, clu.i.'llE:d that "Their food 

consists chiefly of the fruits of two plan~s uf mat-like growth -

Coprosma petrei and MuhZenbeckia axiZZa1~s [sicJ - the coloured berries 

of which contain ha.rd seeds". These watery fruits would have a low 

protein and calorie content especially as the :::;eeds were not digested. 

Possibly the birds ate them mainly for their :noisture content. Unless 

stomach analyses were made of a large srunple of. Banded Dotterels it 

would be difficult to assess the relative importance of vegetable and 

96. 



animal matter in their diet. There a:re numerous records in the literature 

of Tflader' s widesp1:ead prac·tice of feeding on plants, especially of 

migratory birds in the Northern Hemisphere when they first arrive in 

their breeding grounds, before insects bec0me abundant e.g. Nethersole

Thompsen (1973), Nettleship (1973 and 1974). 

Chicks stayed with their parents in the nesting territory until 

a few days afte:r fledg.i..."lg at five to six weeks of age. This meant that 

the territory had to provide all the food for up to three chicks, and 

also at least some of the parent's food. A Comparison of Tables 2, 3, 

4 and 5 with Table 8 shows that the density of prey on the shingle river

beds vms far lower than ·that in t.h8 feeding •lFl.bLtats usually usc<J. by 

flock birds. Therefore it is likely that in Da.::1U.ed Dotterels, 

territorial beh~viou:c had some function in pr.Jtecting a limited food 

supply from over-exnloitation. 
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CHAP'l'ER 7 

SU!-1MARY AND CONCLUSION 
(' 

Small numbers of Banded Dotterels were present on the Cass River 

delta throughout the year. Migrating birds began arriving in July, 

.and in early August pair-bonded birds started occupying territories on 

the stable shing·le riverbeds. Territorial ownership was establishe-.J. 

with threat-displays ghren by both members of the pair towards intruders 

and Tt7ith flight-displays by the male. The typical behaviour iE both 

these displ.ays is described. 

Courtship acJcivi·ties and trial scrape-making started upon occt:pa-

tion of a territory. •rhe male made trial scrapes and invited the female 

to inspect them. This behavioup and that durL~g coition and its 

. s prelirn.inary displays,. is described. Comparisons are made wit.h related 

species and these .indicate that the Banded Dotterel is a typical Charaih'?:us 

plov-er in its mating behaviour. In choosing a nest site Band3d 

Dotterels sE:~lected a location on level ground where the shingle was 

stabilized by mat-plants, with good all-round visi}Jility. The male 

lined the nest-scrape vvith small pieces of stones and vegetation. 

Laying cormnenced in August and conthmed until December on the 

Cass River delta, r.-~rith p_eak laying in late September and early October. 

Eggs w~re laid at average Lntervals of three days to a normal clutch 

of three. The s·tart of incubation "lraried, commencing earlier li1 ·the 

laying period as ·the season progressed. The fema.le did 82% of t.he 

incuba:ting and the incubation period averaged 26.5 days + one day. 
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Forty-three pe..r cent of all eggs hatched and tv-ro nests were observed 

\vhen a chi,ck was h.at:chirLg. Chi.cks left the nest as early as a fev1 hours 

after hatching if the weather V~.ras fine. Ch:Lcks ahd parents stayed in 

the territory until the chicks fledged at fiYe to six weeks of age. 

After chick-fledging, fa:m.ily par-ties joi..>1ed social feeding flocks. 

The potential predat.or species are listed. The response of 

Banded Dot·terels to predators was typical of the Ch.aradrius genus. 

They relied mair1ly on camouflage to protect the nest and eggs. Chicks 

relied on cryptic plumage for camouflage and remained motionless when a 

predator approached. Banded Dotterel parents often gave distraction

displays when a human approached -the nest. or .:::hicks. These cli::piays 

were most frequent and intense at t.he time of hatch and also v.rhen a chick 

gave an alarm call. Distraction-displays invQlved false-brcodlng, 

injury feigning and, questionably, small mammal imit•1tions. Breeding 

adults responded to aerial predators by taking flight and circling, 

giving alarm-calls. In the non-breeding season Banded Dot.terels sho'i.<red 

a purely escape response to all predators, flying up and circling in a 

closed flock. 

On the Cass River delta, breeding Banded Dotterels and their 

chicks fed on the dry sh.L"1gle riverbeds. PotenJcial animal prey species 

were sampled and showed a highly significant increase in dry matter per 

unit area at. the beginning of the breeding season. The stomach and 

intestine contents of one Banded Dotterel chick were examined and 

contained the remains of many fruit and seeds from a small mat-plant 

ft1UehZenbeckia axiZZaris. 

Banded Dot.terels T.vere studied in the non-breeding season at 

Lake Wainono. The birds spent an average of nine hours feeding per day 

9!!. 
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and. this was independent of dayl<illgtb... 'I'h.e tirne spent preeni.:.1g and rest-

ing during daylight decreased with.. shortening daylength. Pree...'1.ing 

behaviour i..s briefly described. Sa.lt--marsh.e..s, mudflats, water-edge 

habit .. at and pasture were all exploited. for food by Banded Dotterels 

and. these habitats were sampled for available prey species. Feedi...'1.g 

methods and feeding rates are described and discussed. Banded Dotterels 

were ve:r.y flexible in their feeding routines, rapidly responding to 

changes in lake level and prey availability by moving to exploit new 

habitats. Total flock sizes decreased during the study period from a 

maximum in Barch to a minimum in June. This reflected the migration 

of birds ~day to northern New zeeland and Australia in the non-breeding 

season. 
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